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Abstract:
An important challenge facing post secondary institu-
tions today is how to transform themselves into agents 
for sustainability. The Sustainable Campuses: Sharing our 
knowledge for Social and Environmental Sustainability 
is an initiative that works to encourage this transforma-
tion through the sharing of knowledge and experience 
between educational institutions of the North and the 
South. Through a collaborative and participatory action 
research approach this initiative seeks to identify factors 
that support institutional sustainability in post secondary 
institutions. Our �ndings propose that a supportive admin-
istration, engaged faculty and empowered students are 
important drivers for institutional sustainability. 
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Introduction

On November 2012, Dawson College and the 
Instituto Mexicano para el Desarrollo de Ciu-

dades Verdes (Ciudades Verdes) in collaboration 
with the Universidad Pedagógica Nacional of the 
State of Morelos (UPN Morelos) and the Escuela 
Particular Normal Superior Lic. Benito Juarez 
(Normal	 Superior)	 with	 the	 financial	 support	 of	
the International Development Research Centre 
began a participatory action research project, 
Campus Sustainability: Sharing our Knowledge 
for Social and Environmental Sustainability.  The 
project’s main objective was to generate and sup-
port a process of knowledge generation and shar-
ing as well as actions to support the establishment 
of sustainable campuses in post secondary insti-
tutions of the north and the south.
 
The motivation for this project came from the rec-
ognition that one of the challenges facing educa-
tion today is how to respond to the environmental 
crisis we are experiencing as a global community.  
We recognize that post secondary institutions 
have the potential to offer innovative solutions to 
some of our greatest global challenges through 
their teaching and research activities (Cole 2000).  
They are the training grounds for future leaders 
and incubators for transformative social action. 
They also have the potential, through the estab-
lishment of policies that regulate their operations, 
to become examples, models of sustainable liv-
ing.  Thus, educational institutions at all levels 
must become capable of understanding, informing 
and encouraging local and global action, become 
agents of transformative social action towards 
sustainability.  

Over the last decade Sustainable Campus initia-
tives have emerged throughout the Global North.  
A series of Canadian and international declara-
tions on sustainability in education have been 

developed, and many campuses have committed 
themselves to implementing the declarations’ ob-
jectives (Wright, 2002). In Canada, the National 
Strategy on Environmental Education and Sus-
tainability was established in 2002, which aims to 
further the integration of environment and sustain-
ability learning into both formal and non-formal 
educational systems. Today, post-secondary insti-
tutions	in	the	North	benefit	from	extensive	formal	
and informal networks for information exchange.  
Through L’Association québécoise pour la pro-
motion de l’éducation relative à l’environnement  
(AQPERE), the Sierra Club’s Youth Coalition’s 
Sustainable Campuses initiative, the International 
sustainable Campus Network (ISCN) and the As-
sociation for the Advancement of Sustainability 
in Higher Education (AASHE), to name a few, a 
forum has been established to share experiences 
and best practices and to support campus sus-
tainability and the advancement of teaching and 
research for social and environmental sustainabil-
ity in the North. However, mechanisms to share 
knowledge and experiences with educational in-
stitutions in the South are lacking. 

This project set out to construct tools, mecha-
nisms and an adaptable model for North-South 
collaboration to support sustainability in educa-
tion. We proposed to establish a process aimed 
at supporting a path towards sustainability in edu-
cational institutions in Canada and Mexico and 
to do so through the sharing of knowledge and 
experience.

We, the partners in this initiative, understand 
sustainability to encompass concepts of social 
justice, as well as respect for the natural environ-
ment. We believe that sustainability touches the 
ecological, social, political, economic and cultur-
al  realms.  For this reason, even as we discuss 
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global	 consensus	 on	 the	 definition	 of	 sustain-
ability and how educational institutions will help 
lead us there, we are particularly conscious of the 
importance	of	the	specific	social-cultural	context.		
If there are to be local solutions to global prob-
lems, diverse pathways to sustainability must be 
discussed, explored and articulated. Furthermore, 
we understand that achieving sustainability, in its 
broadest	sense,	requires	structural	modifications	
of the dominant conventional model of develop-
ment that are not directly in our hands, but that 
this should not paralyze us to move towards this 
goal. Furthermore, educational institutions are re-
sponsible for critically analyzing the political and 

economic paths that have paved the way to our 
present ecological/social plights.
 
In this report we describe the participatory action 
research process, methods, our main activities, 
outcomes, as well as share our main research 
findings.	The	document	has	been	written	by	 the	
project’s coordinators, Gisela Frias and Margarita 
Hurtado, however we would like to acknowledge 
that the content is based on knowledge generated 
through a collaborative process where students, 
teachers and administrators from all participating 
institutions have been engaged. 
 

The partners and collaborators

This collaborative initiative has several levels 
of cooperation between different institutions. 

Dawson College and Ciudades Verdes S.C. are 
the main partners behind this project. They are 
both responsible for grant writing, execution, co-
ordination and administration of this project. The 
UPN Morelos, with its three campuses, Cuernava-
ca, Ayala and Galeana, and the Normal Superior 
are integral collaborators in this initiative. Through 
this initiative they have embarked into collabora-
tion with each other and with Dawson College on 
issues of campus sustainability. Another important 
collaborator	is	Earthvalues,	a	Canadian	non-profit	
organization that has provided its expertise on 
informal environmental education to this partner-
ship.

Shared Dreams and 
Responsibilities
 
This project was the outcome of a shared dream 
between Gisela Frias and Margarita Hurtado, 
who through a long process brought together the 
partnering and collaborating institutions. For the 
management of this project Dawson College and 
Ciudades Verdes shared the following responsi-
bilities, which were carried out by the main coor-
dinators.

•	 Maintain	 communication	 permanently	 to	 favor	
the development of the project
•	 Create	and	strengthen	links	between	the	partici-
pating institutions
•Promote	 and	 facilitate	 the	 exchange	 between	
members of the participating institutions
•	 Conduct	research	collaboratively
•	 Design	strategies	to	disseminate	the	processes	
of project development and research
•	 Plan	activities	and	monitor	their	development
•	 Prepare	 reports	 and	 documents,	 which	 may	
serve to disseminate the results of the action re-
search project
•	 Develop	and	 implement	strategies	 for	process	
evaluation and project results.
•	 Management	of	resources	and	development	the	
financial	reports

Other responsibilities held by Gisela Frias at Daw-
son College:

•	 Promote	the	participation	of	students,	teachers	
and the educational community of Dawson Col-
lege in project-related activities.
•	 Establish	 synergy	 with	 administrative	 depart-
ments	and	offices	at	Dawson	College.
•	 Coordinate	 the	 participation	 in	 the	 project	 by	
Sustainable Dawson.
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Other responsibilities held by Margarita Hurtado 
at Ciudades Verdes S.C.:

•	 Promote	the	participation	of	Mexican	education-
al institutions in the project, UPN Morelos (three 
campuses) and Normal Superior.
•	 Promote	 the	 building	 of	 relationships	 between	
participating institutions in Mexico
•	 Promote	 the	 building	 of	 relationships	 between	
participating institutions in Mexico and Dawson 
College
•	 Establish	 synergy	 with	 municipal,	 state	 and	
federal government institutions that can help 
strengthen the project and contribute to the devel-
opment of similar experiences.

Dawson College
Dawson College is an educational institution that 
offers technical training as well as pre-university 
programs. It is located in the city of Montreal, 
Quebec in Canada. It has a population of approxi-
mately 10,000 students, about 500 teachers and 
more than 50 areas of instruction. Among its curri-
cula, about 20 technical courses such as nursing, 
civil engineering, graphic design, accounting and 
administration are taught. It offers pre-university 
programs in the arts, natural and social sciences. 

Dawson College does not only strive for academic 
excellence, but has also pledged to pursue social 
responsibility and global awareness. Therefore, it 
has as an objective to continue to integrate aware-
ness of environmental issues and sustainability 
in its operations and academic programs and to 
establish meaningful links with local and interna-
tional community members. Environmental edu-
cation at Dawson College has a multidisciplinary 
approach. The college offers two programs on the 
environment, one in social sciences and one in 
the natural sciences.
 
In August 2006, Dawson launched a two year 
environmental initiative through the Earthvalues 
Institute,	 a	 nonprofit	 organization	 specializing	 in	
environmental education. Action Conservation 
had as an objective to reduce Dawson College’s 
ecological footprint. It brought together students, 
faculty and staff with the goal of becoming a more 
sustainable institution. Environmental leadership, 
as well as initiatives such as Dawson College’s 
Peace Garden were at the core of the program 
(Earthvalues, n.d.).

In 2008 Dawson College adopted the initiative as 
its own and established Sustainable Dawson. 

Sustainable Dawson is an initiative aimed at re-
ducing the college’s ecological footprint, improv-
ing Dawson’s environmental performance in 
academic areas, infrastructure, operations and 
communications. The objective of Sustainable 
Dawson is to make of Dawson College an ex-
ample of leadership in the achievement of targets 
within a comprehensive sustainability program, 
and to aim to achieve innovation and social re-
sponsibility through a collaborative learning en-
vironment (Sustainable Dawson).  In 2010, Sus-
tainable Dawson received the Excellence Award 
given out by Québec CégepVert. 

From the beginning of this initiative, Sustainable 
Dawson, and its coordinators, Cindy Elliott and 
Chris Adam were integral partners in the develop-
ment of the initial proposal as well as its implemen-
tation. Furthermore, the initiative was conceived 
as a means of sharing Sustainable Dawson’s ex-
perience and lessons learnt with the participating 
Mexican educational institutions.  It is important 
to point out that the dissemination of results and 
sharing of lessons learned is an important goal of 
this initiative. 

Instituto Mexicano para 
el Desarrollo de Ciudades 
Verdes, S.C.
  
Ciudades Verdes S.C. is a Mexican civil organi-
zation whose main objective is to promote sus-
tainable	development	through	scientific	and	tech-
nological activities, promoting processes which 
articulate government and society with profession-
al consultancy specializing in municipal, State and 
federal levels. Its members work to offers techni-
cal and organizational solutions as well as offer 
training to address environmental problems. They 
work to foster collaborative relationships among 
community members, civil society organizations, 
the private sectors, academic and educational in-
stitutions, national and international entities and 
others who work for sustainability. 
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The Collaborators

This project had the participation of two Mexi-
can educational institutions, UPN Morelos 

and Normal Superior. These institutions partici-
pated as collaborators in this initiative, without 
initial direct research and project management 
responsibilities. However, these institutions were 
responsible for coordinating their own sustainabil-
ity initiatives and systematizing their own experi-
ence. Each of the institutions prepared their own 
activity, which they have shared with us to be part 
of this report.

UPN Morelos: Cuernavaca, 
Ayala and Galeana
With the motto “Educate to Transform”, the Na-
tional Pedagogic University (UPN) was estab-
lished in 1979 as a decentralized state institution 
with campuses throughout Mexico. Its main objec-
tive is to provide teachers, all throughout Mexico, 
with an undergraduate education. The National 
Pedagogical University (Morelos) is located in the 
city of Cuernavaca and has two branches, Ayala 
and Galeana. Currently, the institution offers uni-
versity education including workshops, courses, 
diplomas, degrees, majors and graduate degrees. 
All	programs	focus	on	the	educational	field.	

The main undergraduate program includes an un-
dergraduate degree in education, one focused on 
primary and secondary education for indigenous 
students and the undergraduate degree in edu-
cational intervention. The overall enrollment is of 
about 900 students (Universidad Pedagogica Na-
cional,	n.d).	The	UPN	Morelos	was	 identified	as	
a collaborator for the beginning of this initiative. 
Formal institutional support to collaborate in this 
initiative came through its administration.

Escuela Particular Normal 
Superior Licenciado Benito 
Juárez
 
The Normal Superior began operations in 1987 as 
a result of a social commitment established by the 
National Mexican Teacher’s Union to provide “ed-
ucation for the people”.  Since then, generations 

of	graduates	have	entered	the	educational	field	at	
the Normal Superior. Most have become primary 
and secondary school teachers in both public and 
private schools, and others follow pedagogical 
careers using the general preparation acquired. 
The Normal Superior currently serves a popula-
tion of approximately one thousand two hundred 
students from Morelos and surrounding states.  It 
offers degrees for teachers whose teaching spe-
cialization is in Mathematics, English, Spanish, 
Biology, Physics, Chemistry, History, Geography, 
Education Civics and Ethics, Physical Education 
and Special Education. 

It also prepares those who will pro-
vide long distance learning. The 
school also offers within its gradu-
ate programs, a master’s degree in 
educational psychology and human potential and 
a Ph.D. in Psychology and educational innova-
tion. Research is also an important line in the daily 
work of the school, along with editorial produc-
tion (Escuela Particular Normal Superior Benito 
Juarez, n.d.). The Normal Superior was a collabo-
rator within this initiative from its beginning. The 
institution’s administration, via its director made a 
commitment to become part of this initiative.  

Earthvalues Institute
Earthvalues	 is	 a	 non-profit	 organization	 based	
in Montreal, Canada. Using a philosophy of Na-
ture as teacher and experiential and holistic ap-
proaches to education. The organization played 
a leadership role in starting sustainability efforts 
at Dawson College and the formal establishment 
of Sustainable Dawson.  
As such, its participa-
tion in this initiative was 
key. Their experience in 
leadership for sustain-
ability and the establish-
ment of student driven 
programs for sustain-
ability	 was	 identified	 as	
key to this project from 
its beginning. 
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Research and Action Objectives

Participatory action-research seeks to gener-
ate knowledge that can be used to support 

collective action and change.  In its academic 
context, it is based on the principle that research 
should be useful to communities, organizations 
and participants at the same time as contribut-
ing	 to	 the	generation	of	scientific	knowledge.	As	
such it has as a primary objective to bring about 

social/environmental change through a research 
supported process (Pratt 2000). The objectives of 
the Sustainable Campuses initiative are framed 
within a participatory action research approach. 
Thus they incorporate both the exploration of 
research questions and action driven objectives 
through praxis.  

To generate and share knowledge about the process of moving towards sustainability 
in post-secondary educational institutions of the North and South

-	 	To	define	sustainability,	 identify	where	we	are	 in	relation	to	 it,	estalish	concrete	
goals to achieve it and performance indicators and benchmarks to evaluate our 
progress, at each of the participating institutions. 
-  To generate tools and mechanisms to share knowledge and experience between 
participating institutions. 
-		To	produce	an	adaptable,	flexible,	model	for	North-South,	Academic-Community	
collaboration to implement action-based sustainability education.  

To create a didactical model “space” where practices and attitudes that support sus-
tainability can be showcased to other institutions; (capacity building)

-  To review and demonstrate, with regards to facility operations,  proper care and 
use of resources such as water, soil and energy and introduce eco-friendly infra-
structural changes.
-  To incorporate sustainability content, with regards to education and research by 
designing courses on sustainability, extra-curricular activities that supports sustain-
ability.  We aim to identify pedagogical tools that support the teaching, learning and 
action towards sustainability.
-  To establish institutional policies (administrative system and engagement) that 
promote sustainability. 

To foster a conscious and informed attitude towards the common good, respect for 
values that support community and an appreciation of biodiversity

-  To engage in a collaborative “hands on” initiative to learn about, foster, and con-
serve biodiversity, while strengthening community relations, nurturing peace, through 
stragies that contribute to reduce poverty and social inequity. 
-  To empower individuals with the values to advance in the goals of achieving social 
and ecological sustainability.
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Methodological Approach:
Participatory-action research

The sustainable Campuses: Sharing our 
knowledge for Social and Environmental 

Sustainability is grounded in a participatory ac-
tion research approach. An important principle 
at the core of participatory action research is the 
breaking down of power relationships between 
researchers and those who are conventionally 
seen as the subject of research. It is based on 
the acknowledgement that research is not the 
domain	of	academics	only.	It	identifies	those	who	
are conventionally seeing as the “subjects of re-
search, or persons to be studied” as participants 
in the design, analysis, interpretation, application 
and dissemination of the research (Kindon 2005).  
It	seeks	to	redefine	the	relationship	between	the	
academic researcher and the subject of research 
and	thus	redefine	the	research	process.	It	defines	
research as a collaborative endeavor, one based 
on a process that is in continuous negotiation be-
tween	 the	 objectives	 and	 processes	 defined	 as	
academic research and those of the participants 
(Kitchin and Hubbard 1999; Kindon 2005).

Research plays an important part of this project. 
It is an engine that guides and builds capacity for 
action among the members of the educational 
community (participants) and also a means of 
documenting the project’s process and thus gen-
erating new knowledge on North-South partner-
ships for sustainability within post secondary edu-
cational institutions. 

Research on the project’s process was be carried 
out by Gisela Frias and Margarita Hurtado as the 
principal researchers.  It is also important to point 
out that the principal researchers played an impor-
tant role as project managers (coordinators) and 
that they played a key role in ongoing documenta-
tion and systematization of the project’s process 
as well as facilitating the participation of others. 

Methodological 
instruments
Research methods were designed to gather in-
formation about the different processes at play 
through this project and to gain insight into the dif-
ferent perspectives held by the participating mem-
bers of the educational communities involved 
(participants). Some of the methods, such as the 
interviews, were used as conventional means of 
gathering data from different participants. How-
ever, others, such as the focus groups, were 
designed as a means of sharing and building 
knowledge among participants and supporting 
collective action. 

Participant Observation
 
An important methodological tool used to inform 
the research (and action) was participant observa-
tion. We, Gisela Frias and Margarita Hurtado held 
multiple roles in the project, as principal research-
ers, coordinators and at the same time subjects 
of study. The use of participant observation in a 
participatory action research project required us 
to recognize ourselves as subjects who are part 
of the process and to adopt a critical perspective 
from where to seize the opportunity to detect and 
record relevant information regarding the object of 
the research (the project’s process). From this po-
sition we engaged with other project participants, 
observed the projects’ process and activities from 
within.  The close relationship with others partici-
pants allowed us to promote and support ideas for 
project activities as well as document the process. 
As active observers we stepped back from the 
process and gathered information using partici-
pant observation techniques and tools designed 
for this purpose.
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We	devoted	time	and	spaces	to	reflect	on	our	role	
as coordinators. We had weekly Skype meetings 
where we reported to each other on the week’s ac-
tivities in the Mexican campuses and at Dawson 
College in Montreal. Registration of events and ac-
tivities, part of the development of the project was 
another strategy for documenting activities to later 
be analyzed and interpreted. Thus, taking pictures 
and	videos,	making	audio	recordings,	field	journal	
writing, the annotation of testimonials, opinions, 
comments and ideas expressed by those directly 
involved in the project or that have a close rela-
tionship to it, were part of the strategy that guided 
our work as coordinators and researchers. The 
systematization of this information was channeled 
to updates on the project’s Facebook page and 
the creation of other documents that described, 
contextualized and analyzed project activities. 
 
Participant observation involved spending time 
with Sustainable Dawson and building up a re-
lationship with the initiative’s coordinators, who 
were also engaged participants in Sustainable 
Campuses initiative. Gisela Frias held regular 
meetings with members of the Sustainable Daw-
son team and throughout the initiative 
worked closely with them.  Margarita 
Hurtado worked closely with the emerg-
ing teams engaged in sustainability work 
at each of the Mexican campuses, stu-
dents, faculty and staff. 

Semi-Structured Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were de-
signed to gather information from a wide 
range of different key project partici-
pants. These included students, teach-
ers, administrative staff and directors 
from all three post-secondary educa-
tional institutions who participated in 
the project. The interviews carried out 
included: Five interviews with Dawson College 
students who participated as interns in different 
participating Mexican campuses; Interviews with 
Sustainable Dawson’s coordinators; An interview 
with the director of one of the Mexican campuses; 
An interview with the academic dean of one of the 
Mexican	campuses;	An	interview	with	five	teach-
ers from the two participating Mexican campuses; 
Two interviews with Mexican students (who were 
not available for the focus group carried out with 
students). 

The interviews were designed to inform on the 
participants perspectives on the following issues: 
1. Views on sustainability and campus sustain-
ability
2. Their participation on campus sustainability 
projects
   a.Organizational experience (intra-institutional)
   b.Types of projects carried out
3. Inter institutional relations
In order to close the loop between research and 
action,	 the	results	of	 these	 interviews	(via	 the	fi-
nal research report) will be shared with all project 
participants. 
 
Focus group
 
A focus group with students from Dawson College 
as well as from the Mexican campuses, who par-
ticipated in the project, was organized. The main 
objective of the focus group was to have a student 
perspective	 on	 the	 following	 topics:	 their	 defini-
tions of sustainability, the student’s organizational 
experience throughout the project, their motiva-
tions, roadblocks and factors that supported their 

organizational process. The focus group took 
place at the UPN Galeana. It was designed and 
carried out jointly by Gisela Frias and Margarita 
Hurtado. A total of nine students participated in 
the focus group, one from the Normal Superior, 
two from UPN Cuernavaca, three from UPN Ga-
leana and two from Dawson College. There was 
no representation from UPN Ayala. Participation 
in the focus group was voluntary. The students in-
vited	 to	participate	were	 identified	by	 their	peers	
as leaders, with high levels of participation in the 
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project. It involved students who participated in the 
development of the participatory diagnosis, action 
plans, design and implementation of communica-
tion strategies and promotion activities aimed at 
achieving the objectives related to the project.
The focus group was run as a dialogue among 
participants. Dialogue, conducive to knowledge 
generation, was encouraged by the establishment 
of a horizontal relationship between the research-
ers and the participants.  The role of the research-
ers was to create an environment of trust, to facili-
tate a process that encouraged wide participation, 
recognizing the knowledge of each of the partici-
pants and laying a foundation of respect and rec-
ognition of the richness of a diversity of opinions 
and perspectives. 

To have greater richness in the diversity of re-
sponses and ensure equitable participation, each 
participant was given the focus group questions 
before the focus group session (questions were 
given a week in advance). At the focus group, 
the researchers facilitated the participation of all 
participants as they shared their answers. Once 
all participants intervened the researcher opened 
the	forum	for	dialogue	and	reflection,	collectively	
identifying common and divergent experiences. 
 

Project Workshops and Evalua-
tions

One initial workshop, a mid-evaluation work-
shop	and	a	final	evaluation	workshop	took	place	
throughout the life of the project. These work-
shops had as objectives, not only the gathering 
of data, but also to provide the opportunity to build 
and strengthen collaborative work among partici-
pants from the different campuses and participat-
ing	institutions	as	well	as	reflect	on	the	advances	
of the project and to identify factors that either 
hinder or support the process of moving towards 
sustainability

Preparatory and Integration workshop 
(November 2012)

The preparatory and integration workshop took 
place on November 2012. It counted with the par-
ticipation of a wide range of project participants 
from the different participating institutions. Two 
students from the UPN Galeana, one student from 
UPN Ayala, four students from UPN Cuernavaca 

and two students from the Normal Superior. There 
was also participation from one teacher from the 

UPN Ayala and one from UPN Galeana. Two 
teachers from Dawson College and Sustainable 
Dawson’s coordinator also participated. While the 
objectives of the workshop were established by 
the project’s coordinators, the workshop was fa-
cilitated	by	Xinemi,	a	Mexican	non-profit	organiza-
tion. 

The activities designed by Xinemi led the group to 
reflect	on	the	values	that	underline	the	collective	
work that supports the objectives of the project. 

The workshop also provided an opportunity for 
participants to organize themselves and brain-
storm around different forms of knowledge and 
experience sharing among the participating insti-
tutions. Each of the delegations gave a presenta-
tion sharing the work that has been done at their 
campus as part of their own sustainable campus 
initiative, highlighting strengths and weaknesses, 
best practices and lessons learnt. Participants 

UPN Ayala and one from UPN Galeana. Two 
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collectively	identified	capacity	building	needs.	

Mid-Term evaluation

On May 15th 2013 a midterm project evaluation 
took place at the Normal Superior, in Cuernavaca 
Morelos.  The evaluation was designed and facili-
tated by Margarita Hurtado (Ciudades Verdes) and 
had the participation of representatives, teachers 
and students from the UPN (all three campuses) 
as well as the Normal Superior. The directors of 
both of these institutions also participated, Profes-
sor Concepción Tonda (UPN) and Professor Car-
los Gallardo (Normal Superior).  Gisela Frias, proj-
ect coordinator at Dawson College, participated 
in the evaluation via Skype. Teresita Maldonado, 
representative of  CECADESU, SEMARNAT and 
Mercedes Pesqueira, Director of environmental 
Education at the Ministry for Sustainable Devel-
opment (State of Morelos), also participated in the 
evaluation. 

As a research tool, the midterm evaluation pro-
vided information on the status of sustainability 
projects at each of the participating institutions. 
The evaluation also provided the opportunity for 
participants to share with each other institutional 
advancements,	the	identification	of	best	practices	
as well as roadblocks encountered (organization-
al, administrative, and others), in the work for sus-
tainable campus initiatives. The mid-term evalu-
ation also served as a tool for action. It provided 
a	 space	 for	 collective	 reflection	 on	 the	 process	
carried out to date and as a means of collectively 
deciding on future project activities. A mid-term 
evaluation report was written.

Final Evaluation Workshop

After twelve months from the beginning of the 
project	 we	 carried	 out	 a	 final	 evaluation.	 The	
evaluation took place in Cuernavaca, Morelos on 
November 11th and 12th 2013. Participation in the 
evaluation workshop included students, teachers, 
administrative staff from the UPN Cuernavaca, 
UPN Galeana, Normal Superior and Dawson 
College. It is important to highlight that also the 
Director of the Normal Superior participated for 
a short period during the evaluation.  Mercedes 
Pesqueira, Director of environmental Education at 
the Ministry for Sustainable Development (State 
of Morelos) was also present at the evaluation as 
well as Janice Astbury, independent consultant 

and Ph.D. researcher from the University of Man-
chester. 

From a participatory research perspective the 
evaluation	was	conceived	as	a	time	for	reflection	
on	the	processes	and	for	the	collective	identifica-
tion of results, impacts, obstacles and favorable 
conditions. The evaluation provided an opportu-
nity	for	individual	and	institutions	to	reflect	on	the	

lessons learnt and to collectively re-construct the 
process. The evaluation was carried out by indi-
vidual	reflection	on	several	guided	questions	fol-
lowed by a round of discussions on each of the 
questions. The questions were designed to inform 
on the participant’s experience in the project in 
the following areas: environmental management 
and project management capacity; pedagogical 
dimension (curriculum/research); environmental 
(operations) impact; inter and intra institutional 
collaboration.

The	evaluation’s	 objectives	were	 defined	 by	 the	
project’s coordinators, Gisela Frias and Margarita 
Hurtado. However, two external evaluators were 
asked to facilitate the process and to provide their 
independent review. The facilitators, Dr. Miguel 
Izquierdo and M.A. Teresita Maldonado are both 
professionals	in	the	education	field.	Teresita	Mal-
donado is highly experienced in environmental 
education. 

lessons learnt and to collectively re-construct the 
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Ethical review process
The Sustainable Campuses: Sharing our knowl-
edge for social and environmental sustainability 
obtained research ethics approval from Dawson 
College’s Research Ethics Board. We followed 
the process established by Dawson College. Fol-
lowing we describe the process as well as some 
of the main challenges presented by the process. 

An application for Research Ethics Approval was 
submitted to Dawson College’s Research Ethics 
Review Board prior to the implementation of any 
research activity. The process required the re-
searchers to obtain letters of consent from each 
of the participating institutions, UPN Morelos and 
Normal Superior, acknowledging their voluntary 
participation in the project as collaborators and 
consent for the collection of data about their in-
stitutions through the project’s research activities.
 
We also submitted a detailed description of all the 
methods to be used including appropriate consent 
letters to be given to each of the project partici-
pants. Consent forms were designed and admin-
istered in English, French and Spanish, according 
to the language of each preference of the partici-
pants.  See annex V for copies of consent letters 
received from UPN Morelos and Normal Superior, 
letters of approval from Dawson College’s Re-
search Ethics Board as well as a sample of the 
consent letter used with participants.

The requirements for obtaining research ethics 
approval under a participatory action-research 
context presented several challenges. Following 
we	describe	what	we	identify	as	conflicts	between	
the philosophies of participatory action research 
and the regulatory regimes and procedures re-
quired by research ethics boards, as experienced 
through this project. We also share how we aimed 
to meet these requirements and at the same time 
tried to stay true to the participatory action re-
search process. 

The	core	conflict	between	the	philosophies	behind	
participatory action research and the regulatory 
procedures established by the research ethics 
board lays in the notion of research subjects and 
its relationship to the academic researcher. While 
research ethics regulatory procedures aim at pro-
tecting research subjects from potential harm and 
exploitation that they may experience as a result of 

the research process, and to protect the academic 
researcher from such possible future allegations, 
participatory research is based on the notion that 
research participants work collaboratively with ac-
ademic researchers in the design, analysis and in-
terpretation	of	findings.	In	participatory	research,	
there are no research subjects per se. Those in-
volved are considered to be research participants, 
involved in recognizing and changing their own 
reality and utilizing research to do so. Participa-
tory action research works within a paradigm that 
attempts to make the research process a more 
inclusive and democratic one (Flicker et al. 2007). 
Thus, as Martin (2007) argues, the regulatory pro-
cedures established by research ethics boards 
assume an academic researcher driven model. It 
perpetuates the notion that knowledge production 
is the domain of academics researchers (Flicker 
et al., 2007).  It also assumes a passive research 
subject rather than an engaged research partici-
pant. This core difference is at the basis of many 
other	 practical	 conflicts	 experienced	 in	 meeting	
research ethics regulations. 
 
One	of	the	first	conflicts	we	faced	with	the	regula-
tory procedure established by the research ethics 
board was the requirement to provide a detailed 
descriptions of all research activities to be car-
ried out throughout the project prior to receiving 
approval to carry out any research activity.  This 
presented	a	conflict	in	terms	of	principle	as	well	as	
practice.	 Under	 participatory	 research,	 flexibility	
and participants’ true engagement in the research 
process is a core principle. As research partici-
pants engage in the process and identify their own 
needs, the process and activities are designed 
and carried out. This is a process that unfolds in 
the	life	of	the	research.	Defining	all	research	ac-
tivities prior to starting the project implied going 
against this in principle and practice.
Engagement with the research ethics board lead 
us	to	first	of	all	differentiate	and	define	the	roles	
of	all	 those	 involved	 in	 the	project.	We	identified	
several levels of involvement. We recognized the 
role of the principal researchers and coordina-
tors. Due to time constraints, the application for 
research ethics approval was elaborated by the 
primary researchers only.  We also acknowledged 
the	participation	of	what	we	 identified	as	key	re-
search (project) participants. These included in-
dividuals who have had meaningful participation 
throughout the project, while these were students, 
faculty, staff or others. They engaged themselves 
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in the project through organizing at their cam-
pus and were active participants in the project’s 
decision-making forums. We also recognized the 
participation of overall project participants. These 
included individuals who participated in one or 
more project activities but who were not engaged 
in the project’s decision- making process nor were 
approached to provide information on their partici-
pation. 

Consent was obtained from all key participants. 
These were obtained when project participants 
were interviewed or were part of a focus group 
or a workshop. The procedure was explained, in-
cluding the possible risk for participating and is-
sues	of	confidentiality.	Key	participants	however	
questioned why they needed to provide consent if 
they were part of the research process and were 
involved in generating. This process was chal-
lenging as it established clear divides between the 
principal researchers and research participants, 
rather than help to establish a closer relationship 
where all participants work together.

A following step involved differentiating activities 
as “action driven” from those that were “research 
driven”. The blurred division between what can be 
considered research versus action, or project ac-

tivities,	made	the	identification	of	all	methodologi-
cal	instruments	difficult.	This	however,	allowed	us	
to continue carrying out project activities. Project 
activities were carried out without the need for 
research ethics approval. Methodological tools to 
gather data on these activities such as participa-
tory observation, interviews and other conven-
tional research methods such as interviews, focus 
groups	were	designed	and	 these	were	 identified	
as subjected to research ethics approval.  The 
application for ethics approval was done in two 
stages. We submitted an application to be able to 
use information about the project that was gener-
ated prior to the formal beginning of the project, 
a secondary use of data request. We followed up 
by an application covering the life of the project. 
However, there were constant discussions with 
the ethics review board to determine the need to 
submit different project activities, which could be 
consider research, for ethics approval. 

The process of applying for research ethics ap-
proval meant an important rethinking and rede-
sign of the methodology used during this study. 
As a result we used more conventional research 
methods and worked towards distinguishing roles 
between the principal researchers and the re-
search participants. 

Activities, Results and Impacts

The project’s proposal had a set of core activi-
ties designed to meet the project’s objectives. 

The project was divided into three core stages: 
the participatory diagnosis, the design and imple-
mentation of campus sustainability action plans 
and the evaluation, systematization and evalua-
tion stage.  While these stages coincide with a 
chronological order, some activities overlapped 
across stages. For instance, in some of the cam-
puses the implementation of sustainability proj-
ects	began	as	early	as	the	first	stage	of	the	initia-

tive, while in others it did not take place until the 
project was formally in its evaluative stage.  

The participatory nature of this initiative required 
a	degree	of	 flexibility	 in	 the	design	of	 the	activi-
ties that would be carried out throughout the life of 
the project. The activities that were pre-designed 
were considered to be the core activities that 
would allow the partners develop a collaborative 
working relationship. These activities are linked 
with the partnership process and the development 
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of spaces for the generation and sharing of knowl-
edge among participants. Other activities, such as 
the actual “campus sustainability” initiatives to be 
carried out at each campus were dependent on 
this process and the engagement of the different 
project participants. 

We	 find	 it	 pertinent	 to	 discuss	 some	 discrepan-
cies from the process-oriented activities that were 
established in the original proposal for this proj-
ect and the actual activities that were carried out.  
These changes responded both to the importance 
of being responsive to a learning process as well 
as	the	identification	of	particular	opportunity	and/
or barriers.

One important change made to the activities pro-
grammed versus those carried out was the pro-
posed course on Peace and Sustainability that 
was proposed to take place at Dawson College, 
with	a	 field	 component	 in	Mexico.	Originally,	we	
had set out to do this course as a means of ad-
dressing issues of sustainability in course content 
at Dawson College and as a means of providing 
Dawson	College	students	with	a	field	experience	
in Mexico, to learn about campus sustainability is-
sues on the ground. The activity was envisioned 
as a ten-day trip for a group of 10-15 students and 
three teachers.  After further consideration we re 
evaluated this idea and decided that we wanted to 
establish “internships” rather than a ten-day trip. 
We felt that a “tour” of issues would not provide 
the kind of engagement between the participating 
institutions that the project aimed to foster. Thus, 
the	activity	was	replaced	by	five	internships	for	a	
one-month period, for Dawson College students, 
at different host campuses in Mexico.

Another important change to the activities that 
emerged from the decision not to do a course on 
Peace and Sustainability at Dawson was the deci-
sion to design and carry out a course on Cam-
pus Sustainability in Mexico. The course was de-
signed by project coordinators Margarita Hurtado 
and Gisela Frias and it took place in July 2013 at 
the Normal Superior.  More details on this course 
will be elaborated on in the section of research 
results. 

It is also important to highlight that in many of the 
project activities that took place after June 2013, 
there was no direct participation from UPN Ayala.  
This campus is presently involved in a land ten-
ure dispute and the university has lost access to 
its campus. Previous to this the campus, through 
its students, teachers and administration were ac-
tive participants in all of this project’s process and 
activities. These events however, have engaged 
the	educational	community	on	a	very	difficult	and	
time-consuming process and their direct participa-
tion in the project has been put on hold. 

Following	 we	 have	 compiled	 a	 table	 that	 briefly	
describes the main activities carried out as part 
of this project. Meetings and other forms of com-
munication, for project coordination, between the 
participants are not detailed here. The table also 
identifies	the	main	results	obtained	from	each	of	
the activities and highlights the overall long-term 
impact associated with it.

The table does not give details about all the dif-
ferent sustainability projects carried out at each 
of the campuses throughout this initiative. These 
activities have been systematized by each of the 
campuses through their own document. 
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Stage One:Participatory Diagnosis
The	project’s	first	stage	 is	a	participatory	diagnosis.	 It	was	carried	out	mainly	 from	November	2012	 to	February	2013.	
However, other activities carried out throughout the length of the project contributed to the objectives of the participatory 
diagnosis.
This	process	asks	participants	to	identify	and	define	their	own	local	problems	and	search	for	locally	appropriate	solutions.	
It	will	have	as	its	main	objectives	a)	to	construct	a	local	definition	for	sustainability,	b)	to	identify	the	point	at	which	each	
institution	is	at	with	respects	to	sustainability	c)	establish	goals	and	define	appropriate	performance	indicators	to	measure	
advancements, d) gather information to establish an action plan e) involve participants in the action plan f) design tools 
and mechanisms for knowledge sharing as a way to strengthen mutual capacity building and g) provide data to generate 
new knowledge based on a comparative analysis of the experiences of the institutions of the North and South and our our 
collaborative experience.

Pre-Project Workshop: Path to Sustainability 
June 2012

Review and systematization of the results 
from the workshop “Camino hacia lasustent-
abilidad/Path to Sustainability” from June 
2012.

Activities Outcomes Impact

Increased the institutional capacity to foster 
institutional change towards the establish-
ment of sustainable campuses through tools 
such as participatory diagnosis, elaboration 
of action plans for the design and implemen-
tation of campus sustainability projects, or-
ganizational structures.

Provided the conditions for future inter-in-
stitutional collaboration for campus sustain-
ability.

15 participants representing the following 
institutions:
 
Escuela Particular Normal Superior Lic. 
Benito Juarez, Universidad PedagogicaNa-
cional (Cuernavaca, Galeana and Ayala), 
Pilot program for Environmental Education 
IEBEM, CECADESU Semarnat, CIDHEM, 
Unidad de ManejoAmbiental (Environmental 
Management Unit).

Contributed to the conceptual, theoretical 
and methodological capacity of the partici-
pants and their use of tools for campus sus-
tainability.

Greater awareness of sustainability as a 
concept and its links to post secondary edu-
cation.  Appropriation of the term and its rel-
evance of for campuses. 

Sensibilization of the relationship between 
sustainability and peace.

Elaboration of a participatory diagnosis

Establishment of an inter-institutional link.

Identification	 of	 Sustainable	 Campuses	
initiatives in Mexico and internationally. Es-
tablished possibilities of links and exchange 
between them.

Course is a mechanism for the sharing of 
knowledge between different members of 
the educational community and among dif-
ferent educational institutions.

Promoted the establishment of an organiza-
tional model to involve the educational com-
munity in actions for sustainable campuses 
(in Mexican institutions)

Activities, Results and Impacts Table
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Meetings and Workshops by Ciudades 
Verdes at each Mexican participating institu-
tion (UPN Cuernavaca, Ayala and Galeana 
and Normal Superior).

Organizational leadership workshops and 
project planning workshops

Implementation of participatory diagnosis (at 
each Mexican campus).

The introduction of tools for project design to 
students and teachers to foster their capac-
ity building in terms of actions for sustainable 
campuses. 

Put in practice/test organizational models for 
campus sustainability. 

Development of opportunities for engage-
ment, teamwork and leadership skills among 
students and teachers in Mexican campus-
es.

Learning to work with others (educational 
community) as the basis for campus sustain-
ability.

Student and teacher involvement in institu-
tional projects.
Put in practice strategies to foster an orga-
nizational process for campus sustainability.

Application of program competencies for 
students learning “educational intervention” 
at the UPN.

Generation of information and knowledge 
that can be used for the development of an 
action plan for campus sustainability.

A total of 120 Mexican students and teach-
ers participated in meetings and workshops 
where the project was presented.

75 Mexican students were trained on project 
design using the tool “El tren de la Participa-
cion” (Participation Train).

An organizational proposal was promoted 
for the engagement of the entire educational 
community in campus sustainability action 
projects. Establishment of working groups 
made up of student leaders in the areas of 
biodiversity, waste, water, energy, soil and 
communication.

Several activities took place at each of the 
Mexican campuses geared at group/team 
building around environmental action.

Several presentations were given at the dif-
ferent campuses and students and teachers 
began their organizational process. 
Formation of committees.

Students and teachers began process of 
identifying issues they wanted to address in 
terms of campus sustainability.

Systematization of the participatory diagno-
sis and design of communication strategy.

Three of the four Mexican campuses sys-
tematized	the	results	from	their	first	stage.

Generation of documents to share with other 
project participants.

Documentation was shared widely with proj-
ect participants and others via Facebook.

Knowledge was generated and shared 
about campus sustainability processes.

Reports represented an independent vision 
of sustainability by each institution.

Documentation can be used for future publi-
cations and the creation of other educational 
and didactical materials.

Two-day Preparatory and Integration work-
shop with teams from UPN (Ayala, Cuer-
navaca and Galeana), the Normal Superior 
and Dawson College. Coordinated by Ciu-
dades Verdes.

Participation from Galeana: two students 
and one teacher.
Participation from Ayala: one student and 
one teacher.
Participation from Cuernavaca, four stu-
dents
Participation from Normal Superior two stu-
dents
Participation from Dawson College, two 
teachers and one administrator.
Four Mexican campuses represented, one 

Students, teachers and administrators in-
crease their capacity to organize for cam-
pus sustainability by the appropriation of 
several	tools,	the	identification	of	key	values	
required for collective action, the use of indi-
cators to measure their change. 

Sharing of practices and experiences cross-
culturally generates new knowledge among 
participating institutions.
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Establishment of alliances at different gov-
ernmental levels, state (Morelos), federal 
and international (in Mexico).

Construction, strengthening, deepening 
of the relationships towards the knitting of 
networks for campus sustainability among 
participating institutions, allies and potential 
partners.

Sharing knowledge and experiences with dif-
ferent types of institutions has the potential 
to expand and deepen the sphere of inci-
dence of the project. 

Increase in terms of number of institutions 
involved in the project but also a qualitative 
change in terms of the types of institutions 
and their potential to foster social change. 

Mexican NGO and one Canadian Campus. 
Report done by the facilitators of the activity 
(Xinemi, NGO).

Increased awareness about values that 
support collective environmental action and 
leadership.

Sharing of knowledge about campus sus-
tainability and the state of sustainability at 
each participating campus and their sustain-
ability projects.

Sharing knowledge about sustainability indi-
cators to be used within a campus (Dawson 
College experience). 

Students, teachers and administrators be-
come inspired by the work done by other 
campuses and the recognition of their own 
advances.

Establishment of communication mecha-
nisms for sharing of experiences among par-
ticipating institutions.

Development	 of	 mutually	 beneficial	 part-
nerships with members of the international 
community.

Visit by Sustainable Dawson Team to Mexi-
can partner Institutions

Visit to UPN Ayala, UPN Galeana, UPN Cu-
ernavaca and Normal Superior.

Project presentation and meeting with Min-
istry of Environment and Natural Resources 
CECADESU (Federal government).

Project presentation and meeting with Min-
istry of Sustainable Development (State of 
Morelos).

In-situ knowledge (for Dawson College) of 
the natural, social, cultural, educational, so-
cio-political, economic context under which 
the project is taking place in Mexico.

Establishment of links, relationships be-
tween the different individuals and institu-
tions involved in the project.

Visit to and links made with governmental 
agencies in Mexico in the area of sustainable 
development and environmental education. 

Visit and all activities by the team were docu-
mented on the project’s Facebook page.
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Activities Outcomes Impact

potential establishment of working relation-
ship between Mexican campuses and insti-
tutions in the environmental research and 
management	field.

Bring global awareness of environmental/
sustainability issues for the transformation 
of institutional practices at Dawson College 
(through Sustainable Dawson’s practice).

Increasing Dawson College’s capacity to be 
a leader in anticipating and responding to 
the needs of society by being able to have 
a more global perspective on environmental 
issues and sustainability..

In-situ knowledge of how a UMA works in 
order to apply some of its practices in the 
projects carried out at the participating cam-
puses. 

Establishment of working relations with na-
tional (Mexican) institutions in the environ-
mental	field	to	begin	innovative	collaborative	
sustainability projects at the participating 
campuses.

Visit by Sustainable Dawson and Coordinat-
ing team to:

UNAM’s Alternative Technology’s Center.

Visit to UMA (Unidad de ManejoAmbiental/
Unit for Environmental Management).

Visit by Sustainable Dawson and Coordinat-
ing team to “Cosas de Profes/ Teachers’ Is-
sues” Radio program:

Interview given by Chris Adam and Cindy 
Elliot

Interview given by Gisela Frias and Mar-
garita Hurtado.

Outreach about the project and about sus-
tainable campuses to a wide audience of 
students, teachers and staff of different cam-
puses in the state of Morelos.

Sustainability content in local Mexican radio 
programming.

Increased social awareness about the role of 
post secondary institutions in terms of social 
change for sustainability.

Radio and TV programs represent and op-
portunity to share knowledge and experi-
ences by two countries on campus sustain-
ability.

Systematization of Sustainable Dawson’s 
experience

Research Activities
Review of Sustainable Dawson literature

It included the review of SD’s website, 
Facebook page, end-of-year, participatory 
observation (participation in team meetings) 
and interviews with Sustainable Dawson’s 
coordinators.

The review of the literature generated by 
Sustainable Dawson was done by Gisela 
Frias.

Increased knowledge about the process 
behind the establishment of Sustainable 
Dawson, the organizational model behind it, 
areas	of	 influence	as	well	as	the	methodol-
ogy behind its actions. 

Integration of Gisela Frias as a Dawson 
teacher into the work by Sustainable Daw-
son.

Potential generation of material to share the 
Sustainable Dawson experience internation-
ally.

Virtual forum to share the results of the par-
ticipatory diagnosis, (google group, etc). 
Creation of an online mural with the results 
of the participatory diagnosis and informa-
tion about the process from each campus

We began a google group including represen-
tatives from each of the participating institu-
tions. 

We established a Facebook page and a Face-
book group where different project participants 
share activities linked to their sustainability 
projects and general posts about sustainabil-
ity.

Inter-institutional connections were estab-
lished with the objective of sharing knowl-
edge.

The development of a network that shares 
information, knowledge and experience in an 
informal and interactive fashion.
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Stage two: Design and Implementation of the Action Plan 

The second stage of the project (seven months) includes the design and implementation of the action plan, based 
on results from the participatory diagnosis. Objectives are linked to bringing about changes in educational institutions 
towards sustainability in a) operations, b) education and research and c) administration and engagement.  This stage 
is also linked to our objective of connecting post-secondary institutions of the North and South in a collaborative initia-
tive to learn about foster, and conserve biodiversity, while strengthening community relations, nurturing peace, through 
stragies that contribute to reduce poverty and social inequity. Knowledge generation and sharing will be an important 
component of this stage.

Systematization of Sustainable Dawson’s 
experience

Systematization of Sustainable Dawson’s 
Experience
Generation of videos about Sustainability 
at Dawson by Dawson College students in 
Spanish.

Spanish Class: Three videos were created 
by Spanish students in Maria Fernanda 
Benavides’ class (Peace Garden; Sustain-
able Dawson; Student life at Dawson)

Systematization of Sustainable Dawson’s 
Experience

Research Methods and Geography classes: 
two videos generated by students on indica-
tors of sustainability and student life at Daw-
son College. 

Sociology class: video by Gisela Frias inte-
gration the work by Anna-Liisa Aunio (Soci-
ology) sharing the experience of  Dawson’s 
Roof Top Garden.

Activities Outcomes Impact

Systematization	 allows	 for	 self-reflection,	
recovery of the experience lived in order to 
be able to share lessons and best practices.

Systematization allows for the sharing of 
SD experience with others, to plant a seed 
to facilitate, invite other to carry out actions 
for campus sustainability from their own con-
text.

Identification	 and	 sharing	 of	 lessons	 learnt	
and best practices.

Development of best practices and lessons 
to be shared among north-south partners.

Development of student driven communica-
tion tools for sharing of experiences in an 
international network of institutions.

Internationalization of Sustainable Dawson’s 
experience.

Dawson College students have the oppor-
tunity to apply the competencies acquired 
through their programs.

Internationalization of Dawson College’s 
educational practice.

Develop social responsibility and global 
awareness in participating Dawson College 
students.

Develop appreciation of cultural diversity in 
both Canadian and Mexican campuses. 

Integration of Dawson College students into 
the project.

Integration of sustainability issues into cur-
riculum of Spanish courses at Dawson Col-
lege. 

Strengthen the link, through integration of 
sustainability into the curriculum, between 
Dawson teachers and students and Sustain-
able Dawson. 

Exploration of link between theory and prac-
tice in different courses at Dawson College. 

Generation of educational material as part of 
the curriculum. 

Identification	 of	 sustainability	 actions	 taken	
at Dawson College by students and teach-
ers (outside of Sustainable Dawson). These 
included Green Earth Club (student club) 
and teachers teaching and involved in sus-
tainability.

Generation of material about Sustainability, 
Sustainable Dawson and Sustainability at 
Dawson (in Spanish)

Videos shared via Facebook.
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Experiential learning opportunities provide 
motivation for action.

Potential development of an outreach pro-
gram to share best practices by Sustainable 
Dawson.

Strengthening of inter personal, inter-institu-
tional and international links as a basis for 
collaborative work towards sustainability.

Expanding perspectives and strategies on 
how to move towards sustainability in educa-
tional institutions considering the north and 
south contexts. 

Greater impact on the dissemination of 
sustainability experiences as a result of ex-
change and the use of media that both insti-
tutions have at their disposal. 

Greater awareness about global environ-
mental and sustainability issues among the 
Dawson College educational community.

Informed concern for the larger good among 
campuses as they celebrate each other’s 
accomplishments in a non-competitive en-
vironment.

Increased awareness about the importance 
of strengthening working relationships be-
tween members of the educational com-
munity as a basis for campus sustainability 
action.

Diego Bermudez worked for 6 hours per 
week for a total of 90 hours as communica-
tion’s coordinator.

Gabrielle Caron worked for 30 hours per 
week for a total of 450 hours.

Integration of project activities into the cur-
riculum.

Strengthening of inter-institutional relation-
ships between Dawson College and Mexi-
can partner institutions.

In-situ learning about the socio, economic, 
cultural context behind sustainability proj-
ects at Dawson (for Mexican partners)

Sharing	 project	 findings	 with	 Dawson	 Col-
lege Community (Students, teachers and 
staff). 

Development	 of	 first	 “campus	 sustainability	
training” at Dawson College, which included 
a series of learning activities.

Outreach to Dawson community about sus-
tainability projects at Dawson and in Mexico.

Celebration of Dawson College becoming 
carbon neutral.

Sustainability project at the Normal Superior 
shared at Dawson College. Auction of pic-
tures part of  “Our Green Neighbours” expo-
sition by the Normal Superior.

Systematization of Sustainable 
Dawson’s Experience

Interns from Dawson College’s Community 
Leadership and Recreational Training Pro-
gram 
Diego Bermudez 
Regular updates on Facebook page on sus-
tainability at Dawson  

Gabrielle Caron 
Video on self watering containers

Visit by Ciudades Verdes, UPN and Normal 
Superior to Dawson College

Activities included:
Guided visit of Sustainable Dawson Projects
Project presentation at Environmental Stud-
ies/Environmental Science Seminar

Class presentations

Meetings with Dawson College administra-
tors

Celebrating our Path to Sustainability (April 
2013)

Celebration at Dawson College with guests 
from Mexico.

Fundraising at Dawson College for Sustain-
ability project at the Normal Superior.

Interviews for Radio International by Rufo 
Valencia
Margarita Hurtado and Gisela Frias
Richard Filion (Dawson College Director 
General)
Luisa Montes (Sustainability Coordinator at 
Normal Superior)
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Teachers involved expressed not only in-
creased knowledge of techniques but also 
a sense of solidarity with other working for 
sustainability.

Engaged teachers, with the right tools can in 
turn support engaged students.

Participants reported to have felt renewed, 
willing and creative in their teaching practice.

Transformation of the teaching practice can 
change the world. 

Teachers who participated in the course are 
integrating sustainability into the curriculum 
and linking it to campus sustainability initia-
tives. 

Student participants are actively engaged in 
student organizing for campus sustainability, 
applying what was learnt through the course. 

Educational communities that learn together 
can work together braking power dynamics 
and transforming education.

Potential for greater impact as other Mexi-
can educational institutions are interested in 
having the course given.

Transformation of educational experience. 

Engagement of the full person (student).

Application of skills and knowledge gained 
as Dawson College students at the service 
of the global society.

Pilot project provides insight into possible fu-
ture internship for environmental studies and 

10 faculty members from Dawson College 
who teach environmental content in their 
courses participated.

Participating faculty came from different 
programs including social science (sociol-
ogy, geography and anthropology), science, 
business administration and CRLT. 

In addition, a teacher from the Mexican uni-
versity “Normal Superior Benito Juárez” and 
an undergraduate student from the Mexican 
National Pedagogical University also partici-
pated. 

Capacity building of participants in environ-
mental education.

Tools shared for environmental education, 
including drawing techniques and interpre-
tation as well as several board games (See 
Annex VIII for full report)

Full report was shared widely on Facebook 
and through Dawson College.

Students and teachers from UPN Cuernava-
ca and Galeana, Normal Superior and Daw-
son College learned and shared knowledge 
about campus sustainability in a common 
learning environment.

Capacity building in areas such as leader-
ship, student organizing, environmental 
sustainability, environmental practices and 
technologies and others.

A	total	of	five	internships	were	designed	and	
carried out. 

Dawson students were hosted at different 
campuses (Normal Superior/UPNGaleana) 
for a period of a month. 

UPN Ayala- Kendal Birker and Gabrielle 
Caron

Workshop “Tools for Environmental Educa-
tion” took place on Thursday April 25 and 
Friday April 26 2013, from 2:30 to 5:00 and 
it was also part of Sustainable Dawson’s 
Earth Week’s activities.

Workshop was design and facilitated by 
Margarita Hurtado.

Workshop “Tools for Environmental Educa-
tion” took place on Thursday April 25 and 
Friday April 26 2013, from 2:30 to 5:00 and 
it was also part of Sustainable Dawson’s 
Earth Week’s activities.

Workshop was design and facilitated by 
Margarita Hurtado.

Dawson College students intern at UPN and 
Normal Superior.  
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Activities Outcomes Impact

environmental science students at Dawson 
College.

Physical transformation for campus sustain-
ability (linked to work done by interns and 
local students).

Opportunities for the development of social 
responsibility and global awareness.

Development of educational experiences 
that allow for the appreciation of cultural di-
versity.

Personal transformation of participating stu-
dents and educational community of host 
campus.

Information and knowledge generated and 
widely shared about campus sustainability 
initiatives.

Facilitation of engaged learning through the 
use of social media.

Relationship building between students at 
Dawson College and students at Mexican 
campuses.

Exploration of funding possibilities for cam-
pus sustainability projects in Mexico.

The activity supported knowledge genera-
tion, sharing, valorization and conservation 
of biodiversity.

Symbolic spaces for peace generation in 
educational institutions.

Collective work generated feelings of be-
longing and strengthened community rela-
tions among students, teachers and staff.

UPN Galeana- Lea Neumark-Gaudet and 
Dylan Davis
Normal Superior Katie Wheatley

These internships allowed us to integrate 
students from different Dawson College pro-
grams into the project. 

Student internships based on hands on, ex-
perience and knowledge sharing about cam-
pus sustainability.

Youth to youth exchange and relationship 
building was generated.

Three blogs were created.
http://dawsonmexico.tumblr.com
http://mexicoprojecto.blogspot.mx

Use	of	writing	as	a	tool	for	self-reflection	and	
learning.

Outreach and dissemination to wider Daw-
son College, UPN and Normal Superior 
community done by students involved in the 
project.

CRLT students fund raise for UPN Ayala and 
raise $1000 (Canadian dollars).

Gardens created at all participating institu-
tions.
These include medicinal (herb) gardens, 
vegetable gardens and cactus gardens.

Gardens were created by the educational 
community’s collective work.

Generation of student blogs
Gabrielle Caron
Lea and Dylan
Katie Wheatley

Dawson Student fund raising

Community Recreational and Leadership 
Training fundraised and increased aware-
ness about campus sustainability projects in 
Mexico through a range of activities.

UPN Ayala educational community send 
thank you video messages to Dawson Col-
lege.

Dawson, UPN and Normal Superior, worked 
on a shared campus sustainability project to 
create “Peace Gardens/Huertos/Jardines 
por la Paz” initiatives.

This was done through sharing the experi-
ence of the creation of Dawson College’s 
Ecological Peace Garden (videos, presenta-
tions, visits)
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Opening of spaces to speak about, work for 
and live peace.

Experiential learning in the context of collab-
orative work and the sharing of knowledge 
in different socio-cultural and environmental 
contexts.

Training of individuals with ethical principles 
that have the potential to transform their 
lives and that contributes to transition to sus-
tainable societies.

Internationalization of Dawson College ex-
perience in community building as a basis 
for sustainability projects (Peace Garden)

Activities promoted knowledge, valorization 
and conservation of biodiversity in the cam-
puses and the region in general.

Projects impacted the physical environment 
of each of the campuses, transforming these 
into teaching spaces about and for sustain-
ability.

Transformation of teaching practices as well 
as	 curriculum	 modifications	 and	 research,	
support an educational culture for sustain-
ability.

Training of individuals who are able to inter-
nalize knowledge that will lead to feel, think 
and live in a more sustainable manner and 
to spread, through their example and  work 
as	individuals	and	professionals,	to	influence	
their families, communities and areas of in-
tervention.

Shared methodology for community building 
through gardening projects.

Creation of a Peace Garden at the Normal 
Superior.

Workshops to appropriate theoretical and 
methodological, technological tools with 
axiological approaches that support sustain-
able practices.

Done at UPN Ayala, Galeana and Normal 
Superior campuses

Knowledge was generated and shared about 
the importance of biodiversity. 

Actions like foresting and reforesting with 
native species were done with the participa-
tion of the entire educational community.

Increased biodiversity and increased capac-
ity for CO2 sequestration.

A series of sustainability projects were car-
ried out at each of the participating institu-
tions. 
A detailed report from each institution is at-
tached. 

Projects were in the following areas:
Curriculum and Research
Operations: (water, energy, waste manage-
ment, biodiversity, food security)
Policy and community relations: Establish-
ment of a Sustainability Coordinator post 
(Normal Superior).

Workshops to learn together about several 
issues related to sustainability.  

Visit from Dawson College to Normal supe-
rior to work on Peace Garden.

Cindy Elliot, Sustainable Dawson’s coor-
dinator and creator of Dawson College’s 
Peace garden visited Mexico for two weeks 
to support the creation of a Peace Garden at 
Normal Superior.

Visits and support given by the State of 
Morelos’ Water and Environment Program. 
(CEAMA) for sustainability projects at par-
ticipating educational institutions in Mexico.

Campus Sustainability Projects
At Dawson College, UPN Ayala, UPN Cuer-
navaca, UPN Galeana and Normal Superior.

Several activities ranging from organiza-
tional to hands on work were involved in the 
implementation of their action plan for cam-
pus sustainability at each campus.
See attached report from each of the partici-
pating institutions. 
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Pilot use of social media in a collective man-
ner for the sharing of knowledge within and 
between participating institutions.

Generating and sharing knowledge on an 
ongoing basis through an open system of 
self regulation allows for all participants to 
have their input validated.

Beginnings of a network of knowledge shar-
ing.

Great wealth of information that can now be 
further systematized and shared widely out-
side of the more internal networks (website 
and other forms of documentation and shar-
ing)

Active Facebook page managed by a grow-
ing group of project participants.

https://www.Facebook.com/pages/Plant-
eles-Educativos-Sustentables-UPN-Normal-
Superior-Dawson/465630926809940

Two working Facebook pages for campus 
sustainability project at Normal Superior and 
UPN Galeana
https://www.Facebook.com/plantelsustent-
able.normalsuperior?fref=ts

h t t p s : / / w w w. F a c e b o o k . c o m / u p n .
sedegaleana.7?fref=ts

On going Skype discussions

On-going virtual forum to share experience 
between participants including: Skype con-
ferences, online discussion groups and 
Facebook.

Stage three: Systematization, Evaluation and Dissemination 
A	third	stage	(five	months)	included	the	systematization	of	findings,	final	evaluation	and	dissemination	of	final	results.	
While	each	activity	incorporated	a	data	gathering	technique,	a	final	evaluation	of	the	project	also	took	place.		

Focus Group with students from Mexican 
Institutions and Dawson College.

Workshop took place at UPN Galeana.

Interviews with Teachers and project partici-
pants from Mexican Institutions
Interviews included
Carlos Gallardo (Director- Normal Superior)
Jorge Dominguez (Academic Dean- UPN 
Cuernavaca)
JosueSerdan (Campus coordinator UPN 
Galeana)
Jesus Castro (Campus coordinator- UPN 
Ayala)
Juan Salvador Nambo (teacher at UPN Ga-
leana)
Luisa Montes (Sustainability Coordinator at 
Normal Superior)

Activities Outcomes Impact

Information to be systematized and ana-
lyzed for knowledge sharing through the 
generation of different materials.

Information to be systematized and ana-
lyzed for knowledge sharing through the 
generation of different materials.

Data collection on perceptions on the con-
cept of sustainability and campus sustain-
ability.

Data collection about the organizational pro-
cess for campus sustainability in different 
campuses from a student perspective.

Data collection about intra and inter institu-
tional relationship building.

Sharing research skills with students.

Data collection on perceptions on the con-
cept of sustainability and campus sustain-
ability.
Data collection on campus sustainability 
from the perspective of teachers and direc-
tors.

Data collection about intra and inter institu-
tional relationship building.
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Information to be systematized and ana-
lyzed for knowledge sharing through the 
generation of different materials.

Experiential learning opportunities provide 
motivation for action.

Potential development of an outreach pro-
gram to share best practices by Sustainable 
Dawson with other campuses.

Impact on the integral formation at a student 
who can share the learning with his family, 
his campus and in the long term, in his pro-
fessional	 field	 as	 an	 education	 intervention	
professional. 

Opportunities for future engagement of more 
Dawson College teachers and staff in the 
project.

Collective	reflection	on	issues	such	as	cam-
pus sustainability and experiential learning.

Construction, strengthening, deepening of 
the relationships towards the knitting of net-
works for campus sustainability among par-
ticipating institutions. 

Identification	and	celebration	of	accomplish-
ments builds relationships among project 
participants and motivation for action.

Knowledge of different realities and contexts 
in which a project is developed to broaden 
views and perspectives.

Data collection on perceptions on the con-
cept of sustainability and campus sustain-
ability.
Data collection on campus sustainability 
from the perspective of Dawson College stu-
dents.

Data collection about intra and inter institu-
tional relationship building.

Data collection about experiential learning.

Sharing of project activities and results to 
Dawson College teachers and staff.

In-situ learning about the socio, economic, 
cultural context behind sustainability proj-
ects at Dawson (for Mexican partners)

Sharing	 project	 findings	 with	 Dawson	 Col-
lege Community (Students, teachers and 
staff). 

Development of a  “campus sustainability 
training” circuit at Dawson College, which 
included a series of learning activities.

Development of a student blog (Spanish)
http://visitasustentablecanada.blogspot.
ca/2013/10/el-ped-day-el-gran-dia-dia-2.
html

15 teachers and staff members from Daw-
son College were informed about the Sus-
tainable Campuses project.

In-situ knowledge (for Dawson College) of 
the natural, social, cultural, educational, so-
cio-political, economic context under which 
the project is taking place in Mexico.

In-situ knowledge (for Dawson College) of 
the campus sustainability projects carried 
out at the host campuses.

Establishment of links, relationships be-
tween the different individuals and institu-
tions involved in the project. 

Interview with students from Dawson Col-
lege who have participated in student intern-
ships in Mexico through the project

Kendal Birker
Gabrielle Caron
Lea Neumark-Gaudet
Dylan Davis
Katie Wheatley

Visit from Mexican student to PED day at 
Dawson College (October 2013) Billy Her-
nandez

Participation in Ped day
Meetings with Sustainable Dawson 
Campus sustainability tours
Meetings with Green Earth, student group
Meetings and work with Dawson’s Student 
Union
Participation in Eco-hack with Dawson Col-
lege’s sociology students
Class presentations: Geography, Sociology 
and Spanish.

PED Day Presentation
Panel discussion during Dawson’s Ped day.
Chris Adam (Sustainable Dawson)
Billy Hernandez (UPN Galeana)
Lea Neumark-Gaudet(student Dawson Col-
lege)
Gisela Frias (teacher/project coordinator 
Dawson College)

Visit by Dawson College to Normal Superior 
and UPN Galeana and Cuernavaca.

Visit from Diane Gauvin (Social Science and 
Administrative Technologies Dean) 
Cindy Elliot (Sustainable Dawson Coordina-
tor)
Chris Adam (Dawson College teacher)
Gisela Frias (Dawson College teacher and 
project coordinator)

Visit included a walk through the campus
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Develop the ability to use communication 
strategies to disseminate sustainability ini-
tiatives. 

Establish and strengthen interpersonal and 
inter North / South links.
Share together results and achievements of 
the projects.
Recognition and multiplier potential of these 
experiences.

Establishment of the Normal Superior as an 
educational institution leading the process of 
transformation to a sustainable campus in 
the state of Morelos.

Sharing of a model of sustainable practice 
within an educational institution that trains 
educators.

Project impact on the national and interna-
tional level. Multiplier potential experienced 
by institutions at the state, national and in-
ternational level.

Ability to implement actions that promote 
coexistence and peace building spaces and 
collaborative work.

Collective analysis to be documented with 
the potential of being shared widely with 
other project participants and in the campus 
sustainability	field.

Capacity building in the establishment of 
paces	for	collective	reflection	and	analysis	to	
evaluate processes.

Building the capacity to share perspectives, 
ideas, visions, dreams collectively in a cross 
cultural setting with diversity in age and pro-
fessional experience. 

Collective analysis to be documented with 
the potential of being shared widely with 
other project participants and in the campus 
sustainability	field.

Exercising collaborative work, sharing vi-
sions and north / south perspectives.

Develop research processes to document 
and share research results as a strategy to 
support sustainability experiences. 

Visit and all activities by the team were docu-
mented on the project’s Facebook page.

Meetings to share experiences between dif-
ferent project participants.

Visit	 to	 the	 garden	 by	 government	 officials	
from Mexican federal program for environ-
mental education, CECADESU (Leonardo 
Meza); Miguel Brito, GEZ.

Access to clean and free (of charge) drinking 
water for the entire educational community 
of the Normal Superior.

Establishment of a model space for the ex-
position of sustainability practices.

Increased biodiversity at the campus.

Collective data gathering and analysis of the 
projects results and impact in areas such as:
environmental management and project 
management capacity; pedagogical dimen-
sion (curriculum/research); environmental 
(operations) impact; inter and intra institu-
tional collaboration.

Knowledge generation and sharing from 
wide variety of participants. 
Relationship building between project par-
ticipants.

Gathering of all data collected in Mexico and 
in Canada.

Drafting	of	final	project	reporting	documenta-
tion in a collaborative manner. 

Advancement	on	research	findings	analysis.

learning about different sustainability proj-
ects.

Meetings with Directors, teachers and stu-
dents.

Celebration of accomplishments through a 
social event.

Inauguration of Agua Viva (living water) and 
Aula Viva (living classroom) projects at Nor-
mal Superior.

Wide invitation to inauguration of Normal 
Superior’s sustainability projects.

“Agua Viva” project- rainwater collection and 
filtration	for	the	establishment	of	a	public	wa-
ter fountain.

“Aula Viva” project- living classroom out-
doors space for an ecological garden and 
the exposition of environmentally friendly 
practices opened to students and teachers 
as a learning space.

Participatory	 final	 evaluation	 workshop	 in-
cluding all stakeholders.

Two day evaluation in Cuernavaca Morelos. 
Participation included students, teachers 
and administrators from Dawson College, 
UPN Cuernavaca, Galeana and Normal Su-
perior. 

Included the participation of two external 
evaluators (see Annex IV)

Internal Evaluation- Gisela Frias and Mar-
garita Hurtado

Four day working meeting for collaborative 
analysis.
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Activities Outcomes Impact

Documentation to share knowledge on cam-
pus sustainability and research with Mexican 
university campuses.

Potential production of radio and tv pro-
grams about sustainability topics using BJ 
Media and other channels from Mexico and 
Canada.

Motivate other students and teachers in the 
country to start makings changes for cam-
pus sustainability.

Generate conditions to create links and net-
works between institutions that are in similar 
experiences and share best practices.

Bjmedia has began daily programming on 
sustainability issues as a result of their en-
gagement with the project.

Contextualization of the project in terms of 
environmental education and social engage-
ment.

Sharing knowledge with a wider public.

Estimated to be done by Dec 2013

Sharing knowledge and experiences about 
the ways to building sustainable campuses 
using radio and tv programs.

Up to date these are the interviews that have 
taken place
Margarita Hurtado (project coordinator)
Cindy Elliot and Chris Adam (Sustainable 
Dawson_
Dylan Davis, Lea Neumark-Gaudet and Ka-
tie Wheatley (Dawson College Students)
Gisela Frias(project coordinator)
Paulina Mogel (Summer course participant)
Janice Astbury (Independent Consultant)
Leonardo Meza (Director of Environmental 
Education at CECADESU/SEMARNAT)

Each Dawson College intern has done pre-
sentations in classes, student forums and 
public forums at Dawson.

Close to 500 students have learned about 
this project through student lead presenta-
tions.

To be done before the end of January

Publication of a manual for campus sustain-
ability.
Project’s Final Report writing Overview doc-
ument	 created	 to	 outline	process	and	 final	
action and research results (wide distribu-
tion) (online publication).

Participation of project participants in Cosas 
de Prof es and B J  Media at the Normal Su-
perior in special program s about the project.

Cosas de prof es (teachers’ issues) is a 
weekly radio program done by the Normal 
Superior.

B J  Media is a newly founded radio and tv 
station at the Normal Superior.

Dawson College student presentations at 
Dawson College.

Public forums at all three participating insti-
tutions will be used to share the results with 
the participants and the community at large.
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Project Research Results

The following sections describe the main re-
sults from the research conducted through-

out the project. These are described in their “raw” 
nature. They are not associated nor interpreted 
through any particular theoretical framework. In-
stead, they are described in the context that they 
were generated as a means to construct a more 
general interpretation. 

Constructing institutional
visions for Campus
Sustainability
The concept of sustainability achieved its greatest 
popularity when in 1987 in the Brundtland report. 
Sustainable development was then described as 
a re conceptualization of the goals of progress 
that have guided the industrialized world. It posi-
tions itself as a type of development that aims to 
“meet the needs of the present without compro-
mising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs” (World Commission on Environ-
ment and Development, 1987). It proposes that 
economic growth must consider the limits of na-
ture and natural resources and that progress goes 
beyond the economic, that the social fabric just 
as important for the future generations’ right to a 
livelihood. There can be no progress without fresh 
air, without biodiversity without clean water for all. 
There is no progress in a world of inequality. Much 
has been written on sustainable development, in-
cluding abundant criticism that exposes it as a last 
attempt to spice up a decaying economic model 
based on environmental and social exploitation. 

The	complexity	of	the	concept	calls	for	a	reflection	
on how the concept is being appropriated by the 
educational	 community	 to	 redefine	 the	 role	 and	
objectives of our social institutions, in particular 
our educational institutions.  One of the objectives 
of this initiative was to identify how the participat-
ing	institutions	define	sustainability	and	thus	use	
it as a guiding principle to reshape the roles and 

practice of their institutions. 

How do participants de�ne sus-
tainability?
 
Through semi-structured interviews and a student 
focus group, members of the three participating 
educational institutions were asked to provide 
their	definition	of	sustainability,	what	sustainabil-
ity was for them and what they envisioned as a 
sustainable campus.  Following we will describe 
the	definitions	given,	highlighting	the	associations	
made with the term as well as some of the main 
differences between the northern and southern vi-
sions for sustainability. 

“ S ustainab ility  is the use of  nature,  in a way  that 
f uture generations can continue to enj oy  its b en-
efits” (Student focus group)

“ S ustainab ility  is b eing aware of  glob al issues,  to 
find solutions to help correct these issues to en-
ab le a healthier planet. S ustainab ility  is b eing ab le 
to work  with the com m unity ,  to share k nowledge to 
work  as one and to transf er the k nowledge to the 
next generation” (Gabrielle Caron, Dawson Col-
lege Student)

“ S ustainab ility  is an attitude. It is an attitude that 
is expressed through a com m itm ent to aim  f or de-
v elopm ent through eq uilib rium  in the use of  the 
natural resources. It is solidarity  not only  with the 
rest of  the planet,  b ut also with the f uture genera-
tions” (Jorge Arturo Dominguez, UPN Cuernavaca 
academic director)

“The concept of” sustainability has a connotation 
that has to do with the env ironm ent. B ut it also re-
f ers to the social and econom ic. N ot only  are they  
eq ually  im portant,  b ut they  work  together. W ithout 
com m unity  there can b e no sustainab le spaces. “  
(Dylan Davies Dawson College Student)

“ S ustainab ility  is to liv e the present v isualiz ing a 
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f uture where all hum an b eings can hav e a hom e. 
It is a healthy world, filled with peace, love, justice 
and freedom.” (Yarida Avila UPN Ayala student)

The	definitions	provided	by	the	students,	teachers	
and	directors	interviewed	reflect	different	degrees	
of	familiarity	with	the	official,	conventional	defini-
tion of sustainability as outlined by the Brundtland 
Report.		The	definitions	provided	by	Dawson	Col-
lege students varied from their Mexican counter-
parts in that there was a stronger emphasis on the 
conventional	 definition	 of	 sustainability,	 one	 that	
incorporates environmental, social and economic 
objectives.	Their	definitions	also	reflect	an	aware-
ness and concern for global economic dynamics 
that generate poverty and inequality.
 
An important aspect of the way participants de-
scribed sustainability includes the notions of what 
they referred to as “taking care of”, or “helping” 
“nature” or the “environment”.  There is indication 
that they associate the term mainly with the de-
terioration of the physical environment while also 
identifying that there is an important role for us 
to play in mitigating the impact that our, individual 
and collective actions and consumption patterns 
have on the future generation’s ability to meet 
their	needs.		The	definitions	given,	particularly	by	
the Mexican participants, have a strong emphasis 
on the need to promote “greening” activities, such 
as the expansion of green areas. This vision of 
sustainability is also corroborated by an analysis 
of the sustainability projects that each of the Mexi-
can institutions chose to focus on.

Participants’	definitions	also	link	sustainability	with	
social objectives such as peace and justice. Par-
ticipants associated meeting sustainability goals 
through an emphasis on community building and 
solidarity with others. While these are seen as 
values required to achieve sustainability, they are 
also described as objectives of sustainability, the 
social nature of their vision of sustainability. 

How do participants de�ne Cam-
pus sustainability?

A  sustainab le cam pus is one that trains citiz ens 
in the nurturing of  the env ironm ent. It is one that 
educates about the environment” (Josue Serdan 
– coordinator UPN Galeana)

“ It is an institution,  a cam pus,  that m ak es a com -

m itm ent to sustainab ility  in its academ ic and nor-
m ativ e aspects,  the institution’ s philosophy  and its 
educational programs” (Jorge Arturo Dominguez- 
Academic coordinator UPN Cuernavaca)

“ T hey  are schools,  or institutions that hav e 
achiev ed the goal of  work ing together in order to 
create a greener env ironm ent within their cam pus 
and com m unity  they  hav e the goodwill to outreach 
to the rest of  society  “  (Gabrielle Caron Dawson 
College Student)

“ My  school is a teaching school so I see it as an 
institution in which the students b ecom e inf orm ed 
ab out sustainab ility ,  learn ab out sustainab ility ,  
look  f or opportunities to b ecom e sustainab le. It is 
also a space where y ou not only  learn ab out b ut 
also learn to share,  dev elop and apply  k nowledge 
so that our space can b e a m odel,  an exam ple 
to others in term s of  inf rastructure and policy . A  
place where ev ery one work s together,  students,  
teachers and administrative staff” (Yarida Avila 
UPN Ayala)

When participants were asked what a sustain-
able	 campus	was	 to	 them	 they	 defined	 it	 as	 an	
institution that has a commitment to sustainability 
which	reflects	itself	 in	its	core	reasons	for	being,	
teaching and learning, as well as its operations 
and the policies that guide it. An emphasis was 
also placed on how this goal for sustainability is to 
be reached, community engagement. 
Participants expressed that a sustainable campus 
is one that engages in teaching about sustainabil-
ity as well as the generation of knowledge about it.  
Dawson College students who were interviewed 
referred to the importance of not only having sus-
tainability be the core subjects in programs such 
as environmental studies and the environmental 
social	 science	 profile,	 but	 the	 need	 for	 environ-
mental and sustainability issues to be addressed 
in all of the College’s programs. They envisioned 
an institution where sustainability is at the core of 
what students learn about as citizens as well as 
in their professional and academic programs. Ac-
cording to this vision, a sustainable campus is one 
that takes on the responsibility to educate for sus-
tainability. Mexican students placed an emphasis 
on the fact that their institutions are teaching insti-
tutions	and	thus	defined	a	sustainable	campus	as	
one that trains them to teach about sustainability.

Participants also described a sustainable campus 
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as one that establishes norms and policies that 
regulate the institution’s operations for sustain-
ability. Thus, for example, a sustainable campus 
places norms on how waste management is car-
ried out, water and energy consumed and green 
areas kept.  This aspect of campus sustainability 
was described as a key component to learning 
about sustainability, learning through practice.
 
In	the	definition	about	campus	sustainability	par-
ticipants highlighted the importance of reaching 
sustainability through community building and 
participation. The shared vision of a sustainable 
campus is one where students, teachers and ad-
ministrative staff engage in sustainability. 

Campus Sustainability
Projects
Throughout the life of the project each of the par-
ticipating campuses carried out a series of cam-
pus sustainability projects. These projects were 
the outcome of each educational institution’s own 
organizational process, which is described in a 
following section. Here we classify the projects 
into different categories. For a more detailed ac-
count of these projects see Annex VII.

Campus Gardening and Reforesta-
tion projects 

In all participating institutions projects that aimed 
to increase biodiversity and extend forested areas 
were implemented. These projects included: 
•		Reforestation	efforts	through	the	planting	of	na-
tive and other species
•		Construction	of	cactus	gardens

•		Construction	of	herb	and	medicinal	gardens
•		Construction	of	fruit	and	vegetable	gardens
•		Construction	of	green	walls	
•		Construction	of	rooftop	gardens
•		Construction	and	upkeep	of	Peace	gardens

It is important to point out that all these initiatives 
were carried out within the context of creating 
community gardens, places created by the educa-
tional community for the educational community. 
Some of these focused on the provision of food, 
protecting and increasing local biodiversity, as 
well as spaces for community life and increasing 
awareness about sustainability.   

Curriculum and Research 

In all campuses there were efforts to make chang-
es to the formal curriculum, add extra curricular 
activities and to support research focused on en-
vironmental and sustainability issues. These also 
included collaborative efforts between the differ-
ent partnering institutions.
•	The	design	and	teaching	of	elective	courses	re-
lated to environmental issues and sustainability. 
•	 	 	 	 The	 Sustainable	 Development	 and	 the	 En-
vironmental Culture courses were taught at the 
UPN as part of the bachelor’s degree program in 
Educational Intervention.
•	The	incorporation	of	sustainability	content	within	
different courses included in existing programs. 
•	 	 	 	 	At	 the	 UPN,	 the	Action	 Research	 and	 the	
Qualitative Research course incorporated cam-
pus sustainability as a main theme to be explored 
in these courses. 
•	The	design,	production	and	distribution	of	envi-
ronmental education materials as part of an as-
signment linked to a particular course.
•					At	the	UPN	the	course	Design	of	teaching	ma-
terials, designed posters, brochures, postcards 
and billboards with environmental and sustain-
ability themes.
•	Undergraduate	research	related	to	sustainability.	
•					This	includes	five	undergraduate	theses	being	
carried out with this project as the main subject 
of study, four at the UPN Galeana and one at the 
UPN Ayala.
•	Support	 the	 training	of	members	of	 the	educa-
tional community on different topics to promote 
the transition to sustainability through participa-
tion in courses and workshops.
•					Workshops	were	carried	out	at	all	participating	
institutions opened to all members of the commu-
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nity included themes such as: composting, ver-
micomposting, building green walls, seed saving, 
self watering containers for gardening, planting 
and use of medicinal plants. 

•	The	 co-design	 and	 teaching	 (inter-institutional)	
course on “Strategies and tools for building sus-
tainable educational institutions” (See Annex VI).
•	Field	visits	for	hands	on	learning	about	environ-
mental issues.
•	 	 	 	 	These	 included	visits	 to	permaculture	 farm,	
Fresno (Garden of environmental culture), Park 
Chapultepec (Natural Protected Area), Ecological 
house, Center for technological innovation, Cen-
ter for Alternative Energy (UNAM).
•					Field	visits	from	Mexico	to	Dawson	College	as	
learning opportunities.
•	Recognition	of	the	importance	of	applied	learn-
ing lead to the establishment of internships.
•	 	 	 	 	At	Dawson	College,	 the	rooftop	garden	and	
peace garden initiatives established internships 
available to all College students. 
•					Internships	were	established	to	engage	Daw-
son College students from different programs, in 
sustainability projects in partner Mexican institu-
tions.

•	Broadcasting,	through	radio	and	internet	televi-
sion of sustainability programming
•					Environmental	and	sustainability	content	was	
disseminated through “cosas de profess” (teach-

ers’ issues), a radio program emitted from the 
Normal Superior.
•	 	 	 	 	 Establishing	 of	 new	 environmental	 content	
programming at B.J. Media, at the Normal Supe-
rior.

Operational Projects

Several of the projects that were designed and 
carried out during this initiative included projects 
aimed at making the operations of the institutions 
more environmentally friendly, to reduce their eco-
logical footprint.
•	Audits	were	carried	out	at	several	of	the	institu-
tions
•	 	 	 	 	These	 included	garbage	audits,	biodiversity	
audits and energy audits. These were carried out 
by members of the educational community with 
the support of external experts.
•	 	 	 	 	Audits	 were	 followed	 up	 by	 the	 starting	 of	
composting and recycling programs at the Normal 
Superior and UPN (all campuses). 
•	The	construction	of	a	 system	 to	capture,	 keep	
and purify rainwater. 
•					The	Normal	Superior	constructed	a	water	cap-
tivation and purifying system using a bicycle as a 
pump. The system provides free drinking water to 
the community.
•	Design	and	construction	of	a	living	classroom.
•					The	Normal	Superior	built	a	Living	Classroom.	

An outdoors place for community engagement 
and learning about environmental issues and sus-
tainability.
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Community Building and Engage-
ment

While community building and engagement were 
an integral part of the method used to design and 
implement the campus sustainability projects, as 
an	 approach,	 there	 were	 specific	 activities	 that	

aimed primarily at bringing the educational com-
munity together.
•	Painting	of	murals	with	the	theme	of	sustainabil-
ity.
•	Recreational	and	sports	activities	to	promote	in-
tegration among participating campuses.
•	 	 	 	 	 These	 included	 inter	 institutional	 activities,	
bringing in UPN, Normal Superior and Dawson 
College students, faculty and others. 
•		 	 	 	Hockey	games	and	other	activities	were	or-
ganized during the time Dawson College interns 
were in Mexico.

A model for institutional 
sustainability
At the beginning of this initiative, the partnering 
institutions found themselves at different orga-
nizational levels with respect to sustainability. At 
Dawson College, there already existed an institu-
tional initiative mandated to carry out and support 
sustainability initiatives on campus, Sustainable 
Dawson, as well as other initiatives working for 
sustainability at the campus. At the UPN and Nor-
mal Superior the beginning of this initiative marked 
the beginning of an institutional commitment to 
sustainability.  Following is a brief description of 
the different organizational forms that existed or 
were established at each of the participating insti-

tutions, to support campus sustainability. We will 
then	 highlight	what	 participants	 identified	 as	 the	
main roadblocks to organizing for sustainability 
action and the factors that supported their institu-
tional sustainability projects. 

Dawson College

Sustainability at Dawson College takes place from 
different internal initiatives that involve different 
members of the educational community.  These 
initiatives range from student driven initiatives, to 
academic programs and an institutional program 
for campus sustainability. 
 
Sustainable Dawson is an institutionally support-
ed initiative that has as a mission to carry out and 
support initiatives that lower Dawson College’s 
ecological footprint, to guide it in becoming a sus-
tainable institution. The initiative began under the 
guidance	of	a	non-profit	organization,	Earthvalues	
through a program called Action Conservation. Af-
ter two years of operation it became a Dawson 
College initiative
. 
Sustainable Dawson’s organizational structure 
includes a full time sustainability coordinator and 
a part-time project coordinator who is also a Daw-
son College teacher. The initiative is also institu-
tionally	supported	with	a	yearly	budget	and	office	
space. The initiatives carried out by Sustainable 
Dawson respond to three lines of action: opera-
tions, academic-curriculum, policy and community 
engagement.  In order to carry out their mission, 
Sustainable Dawson has worked with students, 
teachers and staff and works to coordinate proj-
ects between different members of the education-
al community. 

Student driven projects are at the core of Sustain-
able	Dawson.		For	the	first	six	years	of	operations	
Sustainable Dawson has worked mainly with stu-
dents from the Community Leadership and Rec-
reation Training (CRLT) program. Students have 
been involved in the design of several projects 
that mainly deal with the College’s operations. 
Student	 engagement	 is	 done	 through	 the	 fulfill-
ment of their requirements for several courses 
within the CRLT program (program design, fund-
raising and others). Thus, students are credited 
for the work they do for Sustainable Dawson. 
Through a participatory action research model 
students identify environmental issues at Dawson 
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College	and	through	research	they	find	means	to	
address these issues and provide workable so-
lutions.  Students design projects, carried them 
out and fundraise. Another way in which Dawson 
students have been involved through sustainable 
Dawson has been through the internship program 
part of the CRLT program.
 
Through a set of sustainability indicators that 
make up Dawson’s Sustainability Assessment 
Framework, Sustainable Dawson has been mak-
ing progress in meeting its objectives. While 
a great percentage of the work is student lead, 
many of the changes respond to the establish-
ment of a relationship between Sustainable Daw-
son and Plants and Facilities at Dawson College.  
Based on research carried out by students, Sus-
tainable Dawson staff proposes changes to make 
operations more ecologically friendly while at the 
same time aiming to meet economic viability and 
social responsibility (Sustainable Dawson 2009). 
In terms of policy, Sustainable Dawson has also 
been key in leading the institution to adopt policies 
that support its sustainability goals such as Daw-
son’s Sustainability Policy adopted by the Board 
of Governors in 2008.

Sustainable Dawson is increasingly playing the 
role of coordinating the educational community to 
carry out sustainability projects, bringing together 
students, faculty (from different programs) and 
staff who have their own initiatives. They have 
the capacity to weave the various threads of stu-
dent, faculty and staff commitment to social and 
environmental sustainability to weave a conver-
gent sustainable community. One such project 
is Dawson College’s Rooftop Garden. The initia-
tive is jointly coordinated by a Sociology teacher, 
Anna-Liisa Aunio, and Cindy Elliot, Sustainable 
Dawson’s coordinator. This initiative addresses 
sustainability issues from a curricular and an 
operational approach. Students are engaged in 
learning about food issues from a global and lo-
cal perspective as they are enrolled in a course 
for credit, the “Sociology of Food”, while they also 
engage in action as they learn to plant and save 
seeds. This initiative has also generated “intern-
ships” and engaged students in hand on work in 
the garden while they also gain course credit.

The Green Earth Club is a student run club at 
Dawson College. The club is institutionally sup-
ported by the Dawson College’s Student Union. 

They receive a budget as well as a meeting space 
to carry out their activities. The main activities car-
ried out by Dawson College’s Green Earth Club 
can be described as environmental in nature with 
a	 critical	 perspective.	 The	 group	 defines	 them-
selves as striving to promote sustainable prac-
tices in the educational community in a fun and 
inspiring manner. 

They focus on raising awareness as well as envi-
ronmental responsibility through events that are 
educational, practical and enjoyable (Green Earth 
Club). In the academic year 2012-2013 the stu-
dents organized a water bottle campaign, inform-
ing students (and the entire Dawson College com-
munity) of the impacts of consuming bottled water. 
They also worked on raising awareness about the 
importance of bees, had a sustainable bazar dur-
ing the Christmas period, and organized activities 
as part of Earth day

The Dawson College’s Student Union is a 
student run organization. With a student elected 
team, students design their own projects to con-
tribute to student life. Some of the projects that 
the DSU carried out from 2012 to 2014 include a 
water bottle campaign, to encourage the student 
community to not buy bottled water while public 
access to water is available. Another project is 
their Food Box. The main objective of the Food 
Box is to provide affordable access to food for the 
entire educational community. While affordability 
is one of the main objectives of the program, the 
food box also aims to provide food that is healthy, 
ideally organic and locally grown.
 
In the last six years Dawson College has also 
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responded to the need for environmental educa-
tion through the establishment of the Social Sci-
ence’s Environment Profile and an Environmen-
tal Science program. Both of these programs are 
part of the college’s pre-university programs. They 
provide incoming students with two programs that 
are environmentally focused while at the same 
time meeting the requirements to graduate with a 
Science or a Social Science diploma. 

Dawson College is a vibrant community of en-
gaged faculty, students and staff who involve 
commit themselves as individuals and profession-
als to social and environmental causes. Faculty 
and students have a long tradition of using the 
classroom to engage with each other as a learn-
ing community to support transformative change. 
Knowledge and action on environmental issues 
and sustainability is generated at Dawson Col-
lege through different organizational structures. It 
is also found in many independent initiatives by 
teachers, students and staff, who through their re-
search, courses, extra curricular activities gener-
ate an overall change. 
 

Initially Proposed Organizational 
Structure
 
At each of the participating Mexican campuses, 
there was an institutional commitment to engage 
in actions that move the institution on a sustain-
able path prior to the beginning of this project. 
However, there was no existing organizational 
structure for designing and executing sustain-
ability projects.  An organizational model, based 
on addressing different environmental issues, 
was proposed by Ciudades Verdes. The objective 
was to promote and support the participation of 
members of the educational community, directors, 
faculty, administrative and support staff and par-
ticularly students.

Each	of	the	institutions	identified	a	“project	coor-
dinator” who was responsible for mobilizing the 
community into action. Through a series of pre-
sentations students were encouraged to organize 
themselves into “leadership working groups” and 
focus their action on different thematic issues. 
The suggested themes were: biodiversity, water, 
energy, waste management, communications and 
institutional policies.

This proposal was made at all campuses as part 
of the initial presentation of the project to mem-
bers of the educational community. There was a 
very good initial response. At all campuses stu-
dents were enthusiastic and assigned themselves 
in to the various working groups according to 
their interests. Following, workshops by Ciudades 
Verdes were carried out providing students meth-
odological tools for the design of action plans 
based on a participatory diagnosis and compris-
ing	the	definition	of	objectives,	targets,	indicators,	
activities, human and material resources, time, 
ways to evaluate, organize and communicate the 
process and results.

Despite the interest shown both during the project 
presentations and during the workshops to design 
action plans, in practice, the proposed model did 
not give the expected results. While students as-
signed themselves to different groups, they did 
not follow up with action. 

Through interviews and participant observation 
we could identify several factors linked to the 
failure of this particular organizational attempt. At 
the UPN there was a change in the administrative 
direction of the institution. Directors and campus 
coordinators with whom there was a relationship 
were changed. Teachers assigned to coordinating 
the project were also changed. This made con-
tinuity	very	difficult.	As	students	were	organizing	
into groups they were not provided the proper 
support structure for their organization. Further-
more,	there	was	a	constant	flow	of	students	and	
teachers interested in the project but who had not 
participated in the initial workshops. 

Thus, knew little of what had been done already. 
It took several months for each of the campuses 
to	 find	 their	 own	 organizational	 structure	 and	 at	
the end, the proposed structure was not assumed 
as their own by the participating institutional com-
munities. These efforts however, were can be 
considered successful as they were the basis for 
engaging the educational community in a discus-
sion about the need to organize for collective ac-
tion. They provided an opportunity for community 
dialogue about environmental issues and the role 
of the institution in establishing a path to sustain-
ability. Following we describe the organizational 
efforts made at each of the Mexican campuses
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UPN Morelos (Cuernavaca, Ayala 
and Galeana)

At the beginning of this project the UPN Morelos 
was not institutionally involved in a sustainability 
initiative. Through this project the institution made 
a commitment to explore means of becoming a 
sustainable campus. The project was institution-
ally adopted in its three campuses, Cuernavaca, 
Galeana and Ayala. The experience developed 
differently at all three campuses yet we can iden-
tify common factors that supported or hindered 
institutional organization for sustainability. 
 
At the beginning of the project there was no organi-
zational structure to design and carry out sustain-
ability projects.  The institution provided a teacher 
with release time, Juan Salvador Nambo. With a 
total of ten hours a week this teacher was given 
the responsibility to coordinate the organization of 
students and faculty at all three campuses so they 
could design sustainability projects. Through the 
project different members of the educational com-
munity of all three campuses participated in work-
shops designed by Ciudades Verdes to provide 
students and teachers with tools for project design 
and they were also provided with the above de-
scribed organizational structure. 
 

UPN Cuernavaca

The organizational process at UPN Cuernavaca 
was the one to have the slowest start. While pre-
sentations to introduce students and teachers to 
the project and workshops on project design were 
given at the start of this initiative, organization did 
not take place well into the project. The sustain-
ability projects that were done were designed and 
carried out by students under the leadership of 
students. Through their participation in the initial 

project activities, two students emerged as lead-
ers. These two students participated in the proj-
ect workshop that took place in November 2012 
and were later responsible for encouraging other 
students to participate in the initiative and also 
engaged the participation of faculty and staff, in-
cluding the important participation of the campus’ 
gardener.  Students organized themselves within 
the context of their classes and encouraged other 
classes (and their teachers) to become involved. 
They motivated their teachers to use the curricu-
lum as a tool for action and managed to create a 
meaningful learning experience about sustainabil-
ity in the process.  For a description of the projects 
carried out at UPN Cuernavaca see Annex VII.

UPN Ayala

Initially, at the UPN Ayala campus sustainability 
initiatives were promoted mainly by the dedica-
tion of a student who was supported by the cam-
pus’ director. Both had participated in a workshop 
done by Ciudades Verdes and Dawson College, 
on campus sustainability in June 2012. At UPN 
Ayala the entire student community was encour-
aged to participate on a voluntary basis and 
they formed a student group.  This group, which 
reached 30 students, organized themselves to 
design and carry out sustainability projects. For a 
detailed description of all the projects carried out 
at the UPN Ayala, see Annex VII.  Student lead-
ership for environmental action was strengthened 
during through the stay of two Dawson College 
students at this campus. During their stay many 
other students expressed leadership in the design 
and execution of sustainability projects. Another 
way in which sustainability projects were carried 
out was through a course that was included in the 
curriculum at this campus, Cultura Ambiental (En-
vironmental Culture). The course engaged teach-
ers and students in sustainability projects as part 
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of their requirements for the course’s completion. 

It is important to point out that the UPN Ayala 
campus	 found	 itself	midst	 a	 land	 tenure	 conflict	
during the time this project was carried out. As a 
result the university lost access to its campus and 
students and teachers were relocated to a tempo-
rary location. Due to this situation, students and 
teachers could no longer focus on project activi-
ties on their campus. 

UPN Galeana

At the UPN Galeana sustainability projects were 
designed and carried out by a class and its teach-
er. During the June 2012 workshop, the coordina-
tor of this campus participated in the sustainability 
campus workshop. Students and teachers were 
also present at the initial November 2012 work-
shop. Later on, as the project was presented to 
the entire educational community, one class took 
on the coordination of the project. The group of 
students became to be known as the “high perfor-
mance team”.  Initially, they began working within 
the context of their participatory action research 
class.	Once	this	course	was	finished,	they	contin-
ued working on the projects during their own time. 
Eventually, other students and teachers became 
involved in the project through different courses 
that were added to the curriculum, Cultura Ambi-
ental and an Ethics class.

Normal Superior

At the Normal Superior, the project was seen by 
the Director as a “special strategic project”.  The 
administration assigned teacher, Alberto Miranda 
to be responsible for its functioning and gave this 
teacher release time to coordinate. The coordina-

tor was given the responsibility to report directly to 
the Director. With the support of Ciudades Verdes, 
presentations about the project, and workshops on 
project design were given. Students and teachers 
were invited to participate on a voluntary basis. 
Students organized themselves into the different 
groups	 (leaders	of	 energy,	water,	 etc.).	The	 first	
coordinator	was	a	teacher	with	a	profile	linked	to	
environmental issues, a biology teacher.  Due to 
a change in employment, the coordinator was re-
placed by the school’s sociologist, Luisa Montes. 
The	new	coordinator	did	not	have	a	profile	linked	
to sustainability, but was considered as someone 
who was trusted by the institution. She was ex-
pected to report directly to the Director so that he 
may know what was working and what was not, 
and there could be a quick response.  She was 
assigned ten hours a week. 

The initial organizational structure did not work. 
However, students at the Normal Superior orga-
nized their own group and carried out several proj-
ects. The student group however dissolved and 
the projects were mainly spearheaded by the ad-
ministration. The administration, with the project 
coordinator decided on the projects they wanted 
to carry out and looked for ways of involving stu-
dents, teaches and staff in the projects.

 

The initial organizational structure did not work. 
However, students at the Normal Superior orga-
nized their own group and carried out several proj-
ects. The student group however dissolved and 
the projects were mainly spearheaded by the ad-
ministration. The administration, with the project 
coordinator decided on the projects they wanted 
to carry out and looked for ways of involving stu-
dents, teaches and staff in the projects.
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A Proposed Organizational Model 
for Campus Sustainability

The organizational structure of educational institu-
tions can be described as mainly rigid and hier-
archal in nature. Decision-making is a top-down 
affair and knowledge is treated as a treasure held 
by some and to be transferred to others. Students 
in	this	case	are	seen	as	empty	vessels	to	be	filled	
with knowledge. Campus sustainability requires of 
the engagement of all the members of the edu-
cational community or it risks being a cosmetic, 
physical change without a process of awareness 
raising by its members. True engagement how-
ever, requires that each individual has the power 
to make decisions and the recognition that all in-
dividuals have important knowledge to be shared 
which	 can	 contribute	 to	 finding	 solutions	 to	 the	
complex issues sustainability presents. 
From the beginning of this initiative the existing 
hierarchy in educational institutions was recog-
nized and by encouraging the entire community 
to engage in becoming agents of change, those 
power relations were challenged. As students, 
teachers, staff, directors and others were encour-
aged to become involved in changing their educa-
tional institutions, the capacities of each individual 
were recognized and valued, whether they were 
students, teachers, staff or any other member of 
the educational community. In this case, the hier-
archal, top down structure was not changed for a 
bottom-up structure. Instead, each member of the 
community was empowered to envision his or her 
institution as a sustainable campus and given the 
opportunity to transform it.
Flexible structures that are able to adapt to those 
who conform it allow for the skills of all partici-
pants	to	be	recognized,	shared	and	used.	A	flexi-
ble structure does not imply that the decision mak-
ing powers of an institution’s directors need to be 
dismantled, instead it implies that leadership for 
sustainability may come from teachers, students, 
staff	and	the	institution	must	be	flexible	to	recog-
nize it and support it. 

Adaptable structures also allow for individuals to 
feel empowered and thus tap into their deeper 
motivations for bringing about change.  This ini-
tiative shows us that leadership can come from 
students, staff, teachers or the administration 
it self. For this leadership however to translate 
into action it needs to facilitate the participation 
of others. Spaces for students, teachers and the 
diverse members of an educational community 
to work together are needed, places where the 
conventional hierarchies are dismantled and each 
individual can participate along side others.  
During this project in all cases activities were con-
ducted with the participation to a greater or lesser 
extent, of different members of the educational 

community. Some were driven and supported by 
management and staff or by teachers assigned to 
coordinate the project. Others were driven mainly 
by teachers in their classrooms or by students, 
with little or no support from teachers, manage-
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ment or staff. The projects that involved campus 
cleaning	 and	 beautification,	 afforestation,	 plant-
ing vegetables, medicinal plant gardens, building 
peace gardens there was involvement of the en-
tire school community. These were in some cases 
driven by the administration and in others by stu-
dents, but they involved the entire community to 
see them through.
To achieve greater involvement within the school 
community, it is necessary to implement different 
strategies to strengthen the organization for col-
laborative work that makes possible the develop-
ment of sustainability projects. Providing tools, 
strategies and overall support and resources to 
those individuals within the educational communi-
ty who are interested and want to engage in bring-
ing about change in the institution. These individu-
als will then emerge as leaders and drive change 
within the institution. How does an educational 
institution respond to today’s environmental chal-
lenges	and	becomes	a	 cradle	 for	 sustainability?		
How do we breakdown conventional hierarchical 
schemes that inhibit its members from reaching 
their full potential and become engaged learners 
and	leaders?	What	is	needed	is	a	restructuring	of	
our vision of who can make decisions and drive 
change within an institution. As changes take 
place in the operations, the curriculum and other 
aspects of campus life the entire community be-
comes engaged in learning about social and envi-
ronmental responsibility as integral parts of higher 
education. 

Drivers for campus 
sustainability?
Through participant observation as well as the 
semi-structured interviews conducted we aimed 
to highlight different factors that participants iden-
tified	as	contributing	to	their	organizational	experi-
ence or hindered it. Based on their organizational 
experience	 participants	 shared	 their	 reflections.	
We asked, what students, teachers, staff, direc-
tors could do, from their posts, to support sustain-
ability at their campus. Following we share the re-
sponses. We have focused mainly on factors that 
support sustainability. The lack of these conditions 
can also be understood as factors that may hinder 
the organizational process. We only identify these 
when they are not obvious.  

A supportive administration 

“ T he adm inistration m ust play  a f acilitator role,  not 
a protagonist role. Here,  [ at the N orm al S uperior]  
the Director k nows nothing ab out sustainab ility ,  
b ut has the sensib ility  and an open heart to sup-
port those who do know about it” (Carlos Gallardo, 
Director Normal Superior).

Support for sustainability from the institution’s di-
rection is essential. Institutional commitment to 
sustainability requires the organizational structure 
of	the	institution	to	reflect	such	commitment.	The	
administration has resources and decision-mak-
ing power to bring about change and support oth-
er members of the educational community to bring 
about change in all areas linked to the functioning 
of the institution, operations and academic. 

During	 this	project,	an	 important	 factor	 identified	
to support sustainability action was the direction’s 
decision to assign an individual (teacher) to the 
coordination of sustainability projects. In both 
cases, at the UPN and the Normal Superior, the 
teachers who were assigned this task were as-
signed a number of hours to work with the Sus-
tainable Campuses initiative. Assigning an individ-
ual to this role, tells the rest of the members of the 
community that the institution is behind change for 
sustainability and is willing to commit human re-
sources to it.  Through this project we learnt how 
important it is to have someone who is part of the 
institution that can promote and coordinate the 
work individuals and groups within the campus 
want to do.  Further commitment could include the 
assigning of a permanent post for a sustainability 
coordinator. This can contribute to continuity and 
the institutionalization of sustainability as an im-
portant axis of action.
 
The administration can also lever support by en-
couraging the participation of teachers and staff in 
pursuing their own projects for sustainability. This 
can be done by encouraging teachers to engage 
students in sustainability actions within or outside 
of the curriculum. This encouragement can come 
in the form of time and or recognition for the work 
being done.

Another way that the administration can support 
sustainability	is	by	channeling	financial	resources	
to sustainability. While this project provided re-
sources for sustainability projects at each of the 
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participating Mexican campuses, the directors of 
the	participating	institutions	also	committed	finan-
cial resources to these projects. This however, is 
limited	by	 the	financial	capacity	of	 the	 institution	
as well as the degree of independence that the 
institution	has	to	manage	its	finances.	In	the	case	
of the UPN and Normal Superior, both institutions 
have very different degrees of independence. The 
UPN is a state funded and run institution with a 
very top-down decision making structure that pro-
vides for little room for each of the campuses to 
make important decisions on how resources will 
be spent.  The Normal Superior on the other hand, 
is a private institution and while it responds to the 
board of directors of the National Teachers’ Union, 
it	has	greater	decision-making	power	to	make	fi-
nancial decision. 

Changes in the curriculum are also dependent on 
the level of independence enjoyed by the institu-
tion. In the case of the changes that took place 
at the UPN and the Normal Superior, initiatives to 
incorporate sustainability to the curriculum came 
from students and teachers and the administra-
tion supported the proposed changes. Thus, we 
observed that as individuals made commitments 
to sustainability they pushed for changes at the 
institutional	 level.	Openness	and	flexibility	 to	 re-
spond to these proposed changes are important. 
These changes are then only limited by the struc-
ture of the institution, which in term can also be 
challenged under the recognition of the transform-
ing needs of our society. 

The establishment of institutional policies is also at 
the hand of the administration. Sustainable Daw-
son’s coordinator, during an interview, argued that 
one of the most important steps taken at Dawson 
was the adoption of Dawson’s Sustainability poli-
cy. The policy itself sets sustainability as a guiding 
principle for the institution.  It lets the community 
know that sustainability is an important goal for 
the institution and for which programs, projects 
and activities will be developed. 
 
Policy change is sometimes however slow or 
cumbersome to come about. In the case of opera-
tional changes participants argued that in some 
cases when normative changes (policy mak-
ing) are needed these must go through rigorous 
decision-making procedures. However, de facto 
changes can take place as individuals push for 
change without the immediate need for normative 

changes to take place. 

Participants were emphatic on making the point 
that while normative change is important, it is 
more important for actual change to take place 
and then for the norms, rules and regulations can 
be adapted. As a teacher pointed out “sometimes 
when we have norms, we do not even obey them. 
But when we are aware that change is required, 
we will push for normative change”. 

Engaged faculty

The participation of faculty was key for the suc-
cessful completion of sustainability at each cam-
pus. Many teachers became sustainability lead-
ers in their educational community, promoting 
environmental knowledge and action. Also, during 
interviews students highlighted that engagement 
of their teachers was a key factor supporting their 
projects. Support from teachers came in different 
forms, as teachers in the classroom and as facili-
tators of change outside of the classroom.

Teachers who got involved in this initiative were 
key engines of change. They proposed curricular 
changes and acted as facilitators of change by 
opening their classrooms to spaces for environ-
mental action.  We observed that as teachers got 
involved and participated in project activities, such 
as in the course “Tools and Strategies for Campus 
Sustainability” they became more enthusiastic 
and felt more empowered to lead environmental 
action and change. It is important to point out 
that both participating institutions in Mexico are 
teaching institutions, teachers have pedagogical 
training and not many of them have formal train-
ing in environmental science, which they initially 
felt was needed to teach about sustainability. Dis-
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cussion on environmental education however, led 
teachers to recognize that sustainability is not the 
domain of scientist only and the need for non-re-
ductionist perspectives. Through capacity building 
on environmental issues they started to recognize 
ways in which sustainability could be part of the 
courses they already were teaching and also felt 
capable of teaching other courses more directly 
linked to sustainability such as the UPN’s course 
on Sustainable Development and the one on En-
vironmental Culture.  The administration however, 
does identify the lack of teachers with environ-
mental studies training as an important roadblock 
to incorporating sustainability into the curriculum. 
 
As students engaged themselves in environmen-
tal action they required time to organize and carry 
out	 their	 projects.	 Key	 teachers	were	 flexible	 to	
provide students with time within their classes to 
participate in this initiative. Others looked for ways 
to engage their classes through assignments for 
credit that allowed the students to use their time 
to both contribute to their sustainability projects 
while at the same time meeting their academic 
responsibilities. Others went as far as proposing 
that courses be included in the curriculum so that 
they could use these courses as tools for environ-
mental action.

Students also noted that an important factor sup-
porting their organizational efforts were teachers 
who had an open disposition to let students lead 
their own projects. Teachers who allowed students 
to	take	on	a	leadership	role	were	identified	as	key	
supporters of sustainability.  Attitudinal changes 
that challenge the power relations between stu-
dents and teachers can open spaces for the type 
of collaboration needed to carry out projects. Stu-

dents are dynamic and enthusiastic members of 
the educational community. Many of them are 
also knowledgeable and have important skills to 
contribute. Under conventional power relations in 
educational institutions however they are at the 
bottom of the organizational pyramid (in terms of 
decision-making). 

Empowered Students

“ T he ones responsib le f or seeing the S ustainab le 
Cam pus proj ect through were us [ the students] . 
S om e teachers participated and som e were not 
interested or b usy  with their classes. B ut then we 
started to see that students were the k ey  to this 
proj ect and that we had to strengthen our k nowl-
edge and tak e all the opportunities to b uild our 
capacities”.  (Interview Yarida Avila –UPN Ayala 
student)

Throughout the Sustainable Campuses project 
the most prominent element behind the sustain-
ability projects that were carried out were stu-
dents, students who were motivated, enthusiastic 
and empowered to take on action. Students who 
became involved in this project were engaged in 
an organizational process, through workshops on 
project design and implementation as well as on 
capacity building activities linked to the projects 
they decided to carry out. Living through the pro-
cess of student engagement presented an op-
portunity to identify the conditions necessary to 
support it.

How	 do	 students	 become	 empowered?	 During	
a student focus group, carried out mid-term and 
the	project’s	final	evaluation	students	shared	their	
experience participating in this project and high-
lighted what was behind their motivation to be-
come and continue to be involved in sustainability 
action at their campus as well as what their main 
roadblocks had been. 

Students	 identified	 that	 their	 organizational	 pro-
cess changed them as individuals and as a group, 
or class. Students interviewed indicated that the 
opportunity for collective discussions and engage-
ment through group work was the key to collec-
tive action. They valued the opportunity to engage 
with their classmates, “discovering the potential 
for action”, and “strengthening of their capac-
ity	 to	work	 in	 groups”	 as	 they	 critically	 reflected	
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on the environmental issues facing their campus 
(Student comment- Final Evaluation). They also 
discovered new ways of seeing others and gained 
interest in sharing knowledge. 

An important outcome of the organizational pro-
cess was a greater sense of compañerismo fra-
ternity, among participating students.  At the UPN 
Galeana, students talked about how they became 
a family and experienced a greater sense of com-
mitment to the objectives of the project and also 
a commitment to each other. These students 
discussed how they were not looking forward to 
graduating, as they wanted to continue their en-
gagement not only with the project, but with each 
other. In the case of UPN Cuernavaca, students 
discussed how prior to their engagement in the 
project their class was divided, with no sense of 
compañerismo, but that this had changed with 
their engagement with the project and with each 
other.  At the UPN Ayala, a student leader shared 
with us that through the project “we [the students] 
not only shared an experience as class mates 
but also strengthened our affective relationships. 
We learned to related to each other not only in 
a educational setting but as compañeros and as 
friends” (Interview Yarida Avila). Relationships of 
trust were developed which were at the core of 
their ability to work together. 

Students	identified	that	capacity	building	was	key	
to	 their	success.	They	 identified	 that	as	a	group	
they experienced the development of their capaci-
ties in terms of project design, management and 
implementation. Capacity building also extended 
to leadership and group management, oral and 
written	 communication.	 They	 also	 identified	 in-
creasing their knowledge of environmental and 
sustainability issues, planning processes and an 
interest in other languages. This is particularly 
important considering that prior to the project 
sustainability was not present in the curriculum. 
Knowledge about environmental and sustainabil-
ity issues were generated and shared through this 
project both within the curriculum and also through 
a latent curriculum expressed in the project activi-
ties supported by the institutions.

The changes experienced through the process 
also reached the personal level. Students indi-
cated that through their participation in the project 
their perceptions about the world were changed 
and how they acted in it as well.  A student ex-

pressed “this project changed my life, the way that 
I live my daily life” (Student comment- Final Evalu-
ation).  Students expressed that through partici-
pating in this project they experienced feelings of 
pride, belonging and hope [Final Evaluation]. 
Pride of their institution and of being involved in 
the project, belonging and being an important part 
of the project and the institution, hope in the pos-
sibility that changes can be brought about. During 
the	 Final	 Evaluation	 students	 identified	 that	 val-
ues, such as trust, hope, respect, solidarity, com-
mitment, patience, perseverance and tolerance 
were developed through the project, values that 
strengthened their organizational experience.

Empowered students are students who are moti-
vated to bring about change, who have the skills 
to do so but also who are given the spaces within 
the institution to carry out action.  Students ex-
pressed that one of the main constraints they 
faced was the lack of time and decision-making 
power.	Students	indicated	that	they	had	difficulty	
finding	time	to	organize	themselves	and	plan	their	
activities as in many cases these activities were 
carried out outside of class time. As Jessica, a 
student at UPN Cuernavaca expresses “many of 
us do not have the time. For example, in the last 
two	months	we	were	 asked	 to	 hand	 in	 final	 as-
signments, so when we had decided to meet on 
Fridays from 8 to 9 am but it was hard for all my 
classmates to make it”.  

A packed academic schedule and other work and 
family commitments did not give the students the 
time to work on their projects. Students who had 
the support of their teachers and were able to in-
corporate their projects within class time and or 
as part of the curriculum indicated that this was 
the ideal situation. This was true for students 
who were already engaged in the project. There 
is also indication that in the case when students 
were required to engage in sustainability projects 
by	their	teachers	this	also	created	conflicts.	This	
was the case of a class at Ayala UPN where half 
of the students in one class were participating in 
the project and enjoyed the opportunity to carry 
out these projects within the context of their class, 
while the other half were not interested and were 
asked to meet the same class requirements. 

Another important factor that can support student 
empowerment is the creation of spaces where 
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students have decision-making power. In a hier-
archal structure where students are placed at the 
bottom, students felt powerless to carry out the 
actions they felt were necessary for their projects. 
They commented that the often felt they needed 
their teachers’ approval or simply did not know 
who to ask if they could carry out a particular 
action. This is an indication that there lacks of a 
culture of student organizing and decision-mak-
ing. Students are accustomed to work within the 
structure and as such as were waiting for approv-
al and not felt empowered themselves. In other 
cases they felt frustration after having reached a 
decision and having this questioned by a higher 
authority. As a student indicated during the focus 
group “we might have the capacity, but at the mo-
ment of making a decision a teacher can set you 
back by telling you no, that is not the right way”. 

A Network for Institutional knowl-
edge and experience sharing 

The Sustainable Campus initiative had as one of 
the main objectives to strengthen the capacity of 
educational institutions for sustainability action 

mainly through the sharing of knowledge and ex-
perience. Throughout the initiative we designed 
opportunities to engage different members of the 
educational community of all three participating 
institutions in activities that motivated them to 
share their process and lessons and to learn from 
each other. These activities are described in the 
previously shared table of project activities.
 
The activities that were designed for knowledge 
and experience sharing can be grouped into four 

categories: student internship exchanges, institu-
tional visits, courses, social media exchanges and 
evaluative workshops. These activities contrib-
uted to the development of a network, or support 
mechanism for sustainability action at each cam-
pus. The network was based on the principles of 
sharing rather than competing. Sharing was done 
with a generous spirit of showing others what is 
being done at each campus, opened to sharing 
lessons learnt. All campuses engaged in sharing 
their experience, whether these had just began 
organizing or had a rich organizational experience 
such as Sustainable Dawson. 

Student internship exchanges

“ I see sustainab ility  as a m uch b roader sub j ect 
now. It is not j ust the act of  planting a plant or 
b uy ing greener cleaning products,  b ut also ab out 
work ing together or m ak ing the world a b etter 
place. B uilding connections with people around 
us,  work ing together as a team  in creating change 
f or a b etter tom orrow is how I now see sustainab il-
ity. It is about finding the goodwill in people and 
working as one” (Interview: Gabrielle Caron- Daw-
son College Student intern)

During the life of this initiative four Dawson Col-
lege students and one alumni participated in a 
project internship. The internships were designed 
to engage Dawson College students who had 
knowledge and or experience about campus sus-
tainability issues in an exchange with Mexican 
students. We looked for students who were either 
enrolled in an environment/sustainability focus 
program and who ideally had an organizational 
experience on campus working for sustainability 
with Sustainable Dawson or other initiatives on 
campus. These students were given the task of 
preparing material to share with other students 
in Mexico about sustainability issues at Dawson, 
support the organizational experience taking place 
in the host institution and to report back to Daw-
son College on their experience.  Two students 
interned at UPN Ayala, two at UPN Galeana and 
one at the Normal Superior.  Two of the students 
were part of Dawson College’s Community Recre-
ational and Leadership Training program (CRLT), 
two students were from Dawson College’s Social 
Science	Environment	Profile	and	one	from	Daw-
son College’s Environmental Science Program. 
All	 five	 interns	 had	 an	 experience	 working	 with	
Sustainable Dawson and three of them were part 

mainly through the sharing of knowledge and ex
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of Dawson College’s Green Earth Club.

The establishing of these internships required in-
stitutional collaboration, which entailed the estab-
lishment of a program of activities for the students 
to carry out while in Mexico, as well as clear dis-
tribution of responsibilities.  Ciudades Verdes, in 
collaboration with the Mexican educational institu-
tions,	took	on	the	responsibility	of	finding	lodging	
for the students and assigning a person respon-
sible for their activities. Funding for the internships 
came from Dawson College’s Student Success 
program as well as IDRC funding. Dawson Col-
lege	engaged	in	finding	means	to	provide	the	par-
ticipating students with credit for their internship 
when no formal internship program was available 
to the student.

All	five	students	spent	a	month	in	Mexico,	as	in-
terns in their assigned institution. Their activities 
included working closely with other students on lo-
cally designed sustainability projects. Depending 
on the level of organization at the host campus, 
students also encouraged campus organizing 
through community building activities. 
Students also designed and gave 
workshops on different sustainability 
issues they were engaged in at Daw-
son College, such as the design of 
self-watering containers for rooftop 
gardens or sharing Dawson College’s 
plastic water bottle campaign. Finally, 
they also had as a task to report back 
to the Dawson College community on 
their	experience.	Four	out	of	the	five	
participating students wrote a blog, 
where they shared their experience 
and learning with others. 

Interviews	 held	with	 all	 five	Dawson	
College participating students indi-
cate that the internship experience 
provided them with an opportunity to 
increase their knowledge about en-
vironmental issues, learn about sus-
tainability from an institutional and international 
perspective, participate as engaged individuals in 
sustainability action through knowledge sharing 
and action and have a cultural youth exchange.
 
During	interviews	students	identified	different	en-
vironmental and sustainability issues they were 
exposed to which they had not considered previ-

ous to their internship. Environmental issues such 
as waste-management, water and energy use, 
biodiversity conservation and others were ex-
plored in a different, local context. While students 
expressed having an understanding of these top-
ics from a theoretical perspective, gained through 
their courses at Dawson College, they valued the 
opportunity to understand these issues as they 
were being experienced at their host campus. 
These issues were also explored in a Mexican 
context, in some cases in a rural or urban context. 
They also had the opportunity to learn about these 
issues as they are tackled institutionally within the 
context of a campus. Institutional differences be-
tween Dawson College and the host campus were 
also	identified	by	the	students	as	important	knowl-
edge about different approaches to sustainability. 

A student accounts during an interview that:
    “ m y  trip to Mexico has changed the way  I see 
sustainab ility  in term s of  cultural dif f erences and 
the challenges [ we each]  f ace. In Mexico,  I f ound 
out v ery  q uick ly  that although they  did not hav e 
m uch m oney  as us,  to put towards their proj ects,  

it did not matter because they would always find 
solutions. I also f ound it am az ing how little perm is-
sion hey  needed to b egin creating som ething new 
on the school property ,  exam ple,  com post,  cactus 
garden,  etc. this m ade it a lot easier f or them  to 
b egin work ing on tings without hav ing to deal with 
some many administrative details”
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In terms of sustainability, students identify that 
the main learning from their exchange experi-
ence	was	in	terms	of	community	building.	All	five	
students discussed during their interviews that 
the internship had taught them that community 
engagement is key to sustainability. They talked 
about the jornadas, workdays organized by stu-
dents where the entire educational community got 
together to carry out physical work for their school. 
During an interview a student described his learn-
ing experience in the following manner: “While 
I was in Mexico, I was exposed to hard working 
passionate people, who believed in their school 
and in maintaining their country and their planet”. 
Another student noted that “the concept of sus-
tainability brought the whole community together, 
not just a group of students or the administration”.  
This concept of community and community build-
ing was experienced by the participating students 
during their stay at the Mexican campuses and 
during their engagement with other Mexican youth 
engaged in sustainability action.  

Students	also	identified	that	the	internships	gave	
them an opportunity to share what they had learnt 
at Dawson College and in some cases through 
their environmental activism. It is important to note 
that all participating Dawson College students 
were either enrolled in an environment related 
program and or were engaged in campus sustain-
ability. At the same time it is also important to point 
out that the participating Mexican campuses did 
not have at the time that the project started any 
environmental programs or courses, thus their 
students did not have access to environmental in-
formation through their programs. Accordingly, the 
internships were design so that Dawson College 
students could share with the Mexican students 
their knowledge and experience in environmental 
action. For the Dawson College participating stu-
dents this meant having an opportunity to apply 
their knowledge, have hands on experience and 
to become engaged global citizens.
 Culturally, Dawson College students were ex-
posed to a different language and culture, and 
they all took on the opportunity to learn Span-
ish. The cultural exchange provided them to see 
middle class family living in rural or urban cities. 
They had the opportunity to step into a Mexican 
household and learn about different social fam-
ily structures and the local context. Students also 
took the opportunity to share their culture with 
their Mexican counterparts. 

The student internships proved to be a meaningful 
way of sharing knowledge and experience from 
a student–to-student perspective. Dawson Col-
lege students learnt from Mexican students while 
interviews with Mexican students and teachers 
supported that the leaning was mutual. The learn-
ing went beyond environmental information and 
knowledge. Interviews indicate that these student 
internships and the relationships that developed 
motivated Mexican students to continue working 
on their sustainability projects, as they felt that 
“someone cared” about what they were doing. 
Personal relationships and networks were estab-
lished that are seeing by the participants to sup-
port their actions. 
 
Institutional Visits
 
Another mechanism used to share knowledge and 
experience between institutions was the design of 
visits from Mexican delegations to Dawson Col-
lege and from Dawson College to Mexico. These 
visits were key at establishing institutional ties 
and forming a network of institutions working for 
sustainability in education. These visits brought 

the participating institutions closer together and 
established a collaborative space and possibilities 
to explore future institutional collaboration. 

Two students from Mexico, one from UPN Ayala 
and one from UPN Galeana, as well as the Nor-
mal Superior’s Sustainability Coordinator and 
Ciudades Verdes’ coordinator visited Dawson 
College.	 While	 we	 identified	 these	 activities	 as	
important and relevant we were limited in the 
number of people that could travel from Mexico to 
Dawson	College	due	to	financial	constraints.	Vis-
its from Dawson College, not including the above 
described student internships, included visits by 
Sustainable Dawson’s Coordinators, two teachers 
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as well as Sustainable Dawson’s Dean of Social 
Science and Business Technologies.

The visits from the Mexican delegates to Daw-
son College were designed as learning spaces to 
share knowledge and experience. Thus the visi-
tors had the opportunity to do the following activi-
ties:

•	Guided	visits	through	the	Dawson	College	cam-
pus identifying and learning about different Sus-
tainable Dawson projects 
•	Discussions	with	Sustainable	Dawson	coordina-
tors to share best practices
•	Applied	work	with	Sustainable	Dawson	projects.	
These included participation in Earth Day Week 
celebrations, clearing of Peace Garden, selling of 
tulip bulbs as fund raising, etc.
•	Visit	and	participation	in	Dawson	College’s	envi-
ronment related courses
•	Presentations	to	share	project	advances	in	Mexi-
co to Dawson College students, teachers and staff
•	 Discussions	 with	 student	 campus	 groups	 in-
volved in sustainability, such as Dawson Student 
Union and Green Earth Club

For Sustainable Dawson, these visits were an 
opportunity for outreach and to develop a pro-
gram for showcasing its projects and the organi-
zational and community building process behind 
them.	 	Through	a	self-reflexive	practice	Sustain-
able	Dawson	has	identified	its	path	as	well	as	its	
strategy, which through this project is now sharing 
internationally. The visits were also an opportunity 
to build relationships with other institutions on the 

process of learning about sustainability. These re-
lationships were based on sharing knowledge and 
experience in a setting of trust and good will rather 
than the more common engagement between in-

stitutions that compete for recognition and raising 
the	profile	of	 the	 institution	each	 institution	aims	
to meet the benchmarks established by different 
certifications.	Ideas	such	as	the	establishment	of	
Sustainability Tours came about through, tours 
that highlight sustainability projects at Dawson 
College and focus on how these projects were 
brought about my community engagement and 
the integration of academic and operational activi-
ties were developed during these visits. 

Visits by Sustainable Dawson representatives to 
the participating Mexican institutions also proved 
to be important means for sharing knowledge 
and experience. During these visits, Mexican in-
stitutions had the opportunity to showcase their 
projects and collective forums to discuss campus 
sustainability were established. Learning about 
sustainability from a different institutional and in-
ternational perspective provided all participating 
institutions with new perspectives on institutional 
sustainability. 

Dawson’s Sustainability Coordinator, Cindy Elliott, 
for example made a visit to the Normal Superior 
to support their efforts in creating their Peace Gar-
den. Drawing on her knowledge as a horticultural-
ist as well as her experience creating and coor-
dinating the creation of Dawson College’s Peace 
Garden, she spent two weeks working with stu-
dents, teachers and staff in Mexico. 

Sustainable Dawson coordinator and program de-
veloper were asked to describe what changes they 
perceived in themselves due to their exchange 
with the Mexican institutions. Their responses 
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indicate that participation in this project provided 
them with knowledge about sustainability but also 
a positive exchange experience with others and 
a value shift. As Chris Adam noted, participating 
in the project provided him with “renewed knowl-
edge for how to structure projects with a strong 
dose of community building as a powerful agent 
for change.” He also stated that from this experi-
ence	he	confirmed	that	“positive	psychology	the-
ory in the cultivation of hope, trust in others and 
validation must be injected continually into evolv-
ing projects”. The impacts however also reached 
his personal value system as he shares that his 
“sense of sharing has shifted after meeting the 
people of Mexico”.

Use of Social Media

One of the main challenges presented by the ob-
jective of sharing knowledge and experience was 
language. Social media however, provided an op-
portunity to help bridge the cultural and physical 
distance between the participating institutions. 
The use of facebook, as well as blogs provided an 

opportunity for continuous updates on what was 
being done at each participating campus, as well 
as a means of systematizing project activities. 

Pictures, documents, videos were generated and 
later shared widely through facebook.

A facebook page provided the opportunity to up-
load information in both English and Spanish, 
and provided an opportunity for all participants 
to provide and also view content. The facebook 
page was managed by several individuals. Stu-
dents and faculty from the participating institutions 
provided	content.	During	the	final	evaluation	how-
ever, discussions on the use of  facebook lead us 
to conclude that it did not meet our expectations 
due to a different culture in terms of the use of 
the tool. The expectation by the coordinating team 
was that facebook could provide a platform for the 
discussion of issues. However, while content was 
widely viewed, comments did not lead to the ex-
pected discussions. Mexican participants argued 
during	the	final	evaluation	that	culturally	facebook	
is not used by students as a means of establishing 
discussions but mainly sharing pictures and im-
ages. Furthermore, teachers are not all connected 
and using this socialmedia. 

Courses and workshops

Institutional sharing of knowledge and experience 
was supported through participation in workshops 
and the inter-institutional design of a course on 
campus sustainability. The project coordinators 
designed three workshops. A preliminary, a mid-
term	evaluation	and	a	final	evaluation	workshop	
were designed to gather project participants from 
all institutions to discuss project objectives as well 
as activities. These workshops brought the col-
laborating educational institutions together even 
in the absence of formal institutional partnerships 
(Dawson College, UPN Morelos and Normal Su-
perior). The process brought the institutions, its 
members and administrative structures to col-

One of the main challenges presented by the ob

opportunity for continuous updates on what was 
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laborate with each other in the accomplishment of 
common goals and to support each other in their 
own institutional objectives.
 
An important space for knowledge sharing and 
collective learning was the design of a workshop, 
Tools for Environmental Education: A workshop 
for facilitating student engagement, learning and 
environmental action. The workshop was de-
signed by popular environmental educator Mar-
garita Hurtado, who is also the coordinator of this 
project in Mexico. The workshop brought teachers 

together from Dawson College and their Mexican 
counterparts to learn and shared their own peda-
gogical practices in environmental education. 
Through the workshop relationship were built be-
tween Dawson College teachers and a network 
for knowledge generation and sharing between 
institutions established. 

Finally, the course Tools and Strategies for the 
development of Sustainable Campuses, held in 
Mexico was a perfect example of four educational 
institutions coming together to teach and learn. 
With participation from students, teachers and 
staff from all participating institutions knowledge 
was shared on environmental issues, best prac-
tices for campus sustainability, leadership for sus-
tainability	 and	 other	 topics	 collectively	 identified	
through this project as the basis for sustainability 
action. The design of the course brought together 
best practices in the area of education for sustain-
ability.
 
The course was constructed on a theoretical-con-
ceptual model based on the collective construc-
tion of basic knowledge for the understanding of 
the concept of sustainability and campus sustain-
ability (curriculum, research, policy, operations 

and community engagement), knowledge about 
global environmental issues and leadership for 
environmental action. The methodological ap-
proach was participatory and experiential in na-
ture. It aimed to generate links between theory, re-
search and practice through a participatory action 
research model. Participants were exposed to the 
use and application of alternative energies, eco-
technologies, curricula design for sustainability 
and techniques for group dynamics. An important 
axis for the design of the course was the devel-
opment of activities that promoted collective and 
inclusive work as well as peaceful environments 
and the reinforcement of values such as warmth, 
openness to diversity, coexistence, joy, friend-
ship, fellowship, compassion, empathy, respect, 
hope	 and	 trust,	 all	 identified	 as	 key	 for	 building	
sustainable societies. Chris Adam, a collaborator 
and participant in the course described it as “ex-
periential, holistic, authentic and interdisciplinary. 
The project (itself) was not only an incubator of 
ideas, dreams and application, because such an 
incubator doesn’t form unless those ideas and ap-
plication are cradled. This project was, through-
out, a safe place to be and how that happens was 
addressed in the course”. 
 

External Support

The network established thorough this project 
went beyond the participating partner and collabo-
rating institutions. Needs for information and pro-

fessional	support	were	identified	and	a	network	of	
professionals and institutions for the resolution of 
concrete problems was developed.  The network 
also extended to other educational institutions 

fessional support identified and network of
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interested in education for sustainability, as well 
as government agencies and non-governmental 
organizations	working	fin	the	area	of	education	or	
sustainable development. These alliances proved 
to be key for providing an opportunity to share 
best practices with the community at large and 
also guaranteeing the sustainability of the initia-
tives carried out for campus sustainability.

Professionals in the area of biodiversity conserva-
tion, green walls, horticulture, green energies and 
others were brought in to support projects taken 
on by the different participating institutions. It is 
important to point out that these professionals 
played a supporting role, rather than becoming in-
volved in the decision making process already es-
tablished or being elaborated at each of the partic-
ipating institutions. Many of these professional are 
part	of	non-profit	organizations	 in	Mexico.	Thus,	
extending this network to incorporate the support 
of these professionals has established relation-
ships between educational institutions and civil 
society. This is an important advancement in the 
establishment of synergy between different social 
actors.

Collaboration was also extended to include gov-
ernmental institutions at the state and national lev-

el in Mexico. Important alliances were established 
through this project with institutions such as the 
newly established ministry of Sustainable Devel-
opment in the State of Morelos. The ministry has 
supported the Mexican participating institutions by 
extending their human resources to support their 
sustainability projects. The Mexican institutions 
have also extended their support to the ministry. 
For example, presently, the Normal Superior and 
the ministry are collaborating in the development 
of radio and video programming for sustainability.  
The federal agency, SEMARNAT, the secretariat 
of Environment and Natural Resources has also 
participated in this project through collaboration 
in workshops. These partnerships strengthen the 
capacity of educational institutions in Mexico to 
bring	 about	 change	 within	 their	 sphere	 of	 influ-
ence.	There	is	a	reconfiguration	in	the	way	institu-
tions relate to each other based on problem solv-
ing as well as the establishment of new norms. 

Interest in the project continues to grow. It is being 
identified,	 by	Mexican	 governmental	 institutions,	
as a model drawing the interest of other higher 
education institutions in also becoming members 
of this network of knowledge sharing and support 
for sustainability in education.

Final Recommendations

Given the complex nature of sustainabil-
ity issues it is imperative that institutions of 

higher education learn, teach and aim to model 
sustainability.  Research, curriculum but also the 
campus’ grounds and its infrastructure are tools 
for contemplating and acting on the institution’s 
performance and role with regard to sustainabil-
ity.   This project set out to establish collaboration 
for institutional sustainability in higher educational 
institutions of the North and South. In the process 
we leant about institutional organizational pro-
cesses, inter-institutional collaboration, support 
networks, education for sustainability (or sustain-
able development), leadership for environmental 
action and community engagement as key build-
ing blocks for sustainability in education. Through 
a	 participatory	 and	 flexible	 process	 it	 identified	
tools and strategies for knowledge building and 

sharing within a context of community building and 
leadership strengthening. The process allowed us 
to identify factors that strengthen such process 
. Following we offer our recommendations to all 
the participating institutions. Some of these rec-
ommendations	are	specific	 to	 the	context	of	 this	
project and others can be generalized as contribu-
tions to the overall understanding of how to sup-
port a path to sustainability in our institutions of 
higher education and educational communities.

Structure for institutional 
Sustainability
Throughout this project each of the Mexican 
participating institutions explored different orga-
nizational models to carry out their sustainability 
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projects. Their organizational efforts and Daw-
son College’s organizational experience mainly, 
but not exclusively, that of Sustainable Dawson, 
allowed us to identify key internal elements that 
support sustainability on campus. These include 
empowered students, engaged faculty and a sup-
portive administration. A structure however, that 
brings together and provides support to the edu-
cational community is necessary. We recommend:
•	 The	 establishment	 of	 a	 sustainability	 policy.	 It	
is fundamental that each institution draft its own 
sustainability policy, based on a collective vision 
of sustainability.
	 •	 The	 establishment	 of	 a	 Sustainabil-
ity Coordinator. This post could be covered by a 
teacher, a student or a staff member.  However, it 
is imperative that the post includes allotted time to 
coordinate campus initiatives with payment, or an 
economic stimulus, or release time. In the case of 
a student we suggest provide academic recogni-
tion.
	 •	The	main	task	of	the	Sustainability	Co-
ordinator should be to encourage and support 
students, faculty and staff to involve themselves 
in projects that will help the institution achieve 
its sustainability goals. Ideally, this should aim to 
integrating research, curriculum and operations 
through the collaborative work of students, faculty 
and staff. 
	 •	 Due	 to	 the	 importance	 of	 establishing	
personal relations, we suggest that the post of 
Sustainability Coordinator should aim for stability, 
which in turn will allow him or her to build relation-
ships with students, faculty and staff.

•	Establishment	of	a	Sustainability	Committee
	 •	Ideally	integrated	of	engaged	students,	
teachers and staff.
•	Allocation	of	a	budget	for	sustainability	projects	
or a strategy for fund raising.
	 •	Capacity	building	 for	writing	grant	pro-
posals and applying for funding
•	Allotment	of	human	resources	 for	project	man-
agement. 
•	Allotment	of	time	by	administrative	staff,	includ-
ing	financial	officers,	to	the	functioning	of	the	insti-
tution’s sustainability project.
•	 Establishment	 of	 an	 ongoing	 capacity	 building	
program for project design and management 
•	Allocation	of	time,	spaces	and	resources	for	stu-
dent initiatives. Encourage and support student-
driv en initiatives and encourage their collective 
action (student run clubs or activities).

•	 Allocation	 of	 time,	 spaces	 and	 resources	 for	
faculty initiatives. Provision of release time for 
research on institutional (campus) sustainability, 
resources for creating links between research and 
teaching, possibilities for creating inks between 
curriculum and operations (learning about and 
taking action on issues such as energy use, waste 
management, etc.)
•	Showcase	institutional	advances
	 •	This	can	be	done	via	facebook,	a	web-
site or through the elaboration of a semester re-
port.

An integrative approach to 
campus sustainability 
Sustainable Campus initiatives throughout North 
America	 have	 already	 identified	 the	 importance	
of working on all different aspect of campus life, 
curriculum, research, operations and in some 
cases community engagement. Our contribution 
lays in proposing that campuses aim to integrate, 
make links between these different elements that 
make up campus life and the reason for being of 
the institution. There is great potential for lowering 
campus ecological footprint as students, faculty 
and staff work together using the curriculum and 
research as well as professional expertise found 
at the institution to do so. This means bringing 
members of the educational community together, 
building relations of trust and mutual respect to 
do what they do best, teach, learn, administer or 
fix.	We	encourage	institutions	to	find	synergy	be-
tween curriculum and operations and nourish re-
lationships between students, teachers and staff. 

Following	are	some	more	specific	 recommenda-
tions:
•	For	 the	UPN	and	Normal	Superior	we	suggest	
the design of courses and programs with environ-
mental and sustainability content, that are applied 
and linked to campus operations or curriculum.
	 •	 Campus	 Sustainability	 Courses	 have	
the potential to engage students in theory and 
practice by carrying out research on campus op-
erations (or curriculum) and proposing solutions.
 
•	For	Dawson	College	we	recommend	to	move	to-
wards a more integrative means of teaching about 
the environment and sustainability.
	 •	Establishment	of	internships	for	both	the	
Environmental Studies and Environmental Sci-
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ence in collaboration with Sustainable Dawson 
	 •	 Encourage	 greater	 collaboration	 be-
tween Sustainable Dawson and the curriculum 
(with all departments).
	 •	Support	research	into	Sustainable	Daw-
son and other Dawson initiatives that support so-
cial and environmental responsibilities

•	Capacity	building	among	teachers,	student	and	
staff on environmental issues through extra-cur-
ricular programs.
	 •	 Participation	 in	 workshops,	 outings,	
visits to learn about other experiences provide a 
practical, fun and experiential means of learning. 

	 •	 	 Capacity	 building	 through	 courses	 or	
extracurricular activities on leadership, collabora-
tive work, fundraising strategies, positive psychol-
ogy and projects design. Pedagogical approach 
that engages educational community in environ-
mental/sustainability action.

•	 Continuous	 collaboration	 with	 external	 profes-
sionals and government institutions for capacity 
building and collaborative action
•	Support	 for	 research	on	environmental	 educa-
tion and sustainability, with a focus on campus 
sustainability
	 •	 Encouragement	 and	 support	 for	 re-
searcher engagement in the Sustainable Campus 
project
•	Support	for	dissemination	of	project	research	re-
sults and educational material

Inter-Institutional Collabo-
ration
 
The establishment of inter-institutional collabora-
tion was one of the main strategies used through-
out this project to support an organizational 
process towards sustainability in educational in-
stitutions. This collaboration was international in 
nature but also among Mexican campuses and 
between educational institutions and other orga-
nizations such as government agencies and civil 
society (NGO) organizations such as Ciudades 
Verdes and Earthvalues. This collaboration pro-
vided opportunities to share knowledge and expe-
rience in areas such as organizational structures, 
environmental knowledge, environmental educa-
tion, project design and management, leadership 
training and others. This collaboration however, 

was also an important element in motivating the 
participants to see their projects through. Being 
a showcase to others was a strong motivational 
force. Students, faculty and staff felt proud of their 
accomplishments as they were appreciated by 
others.  Through personal and institutional rela-
tionship building an important network has been 
created through this project. Our recommenda-
tions aim at strengthening of this network and 
eventually to its extension.
 
•	 The	 establishment	 of	 a	 “network	 committee”	
made up of representatives from Dawson Col-
lege, UPN (all three campuses), Normal Superior 
and Ciudades Verdes.
	 •	 The	 main	 objective	 of	 the	 committee	
would be the discussion of means to maintain 
and support collaboration between the participat-
ing institutions. This committee should include the 
participation of students, faculty and staff.
	 •	Activities	 may	 include	 regularly	 estab-
lished meetings, workshops as well as the use of 
social media for communication.

•		Establishment	of	formal	partnership	agreements	
between UPN Morelos, Normal Superior and 
Dawson College. Establishment of an agreement 
of intention to continue collaboration for sustain-
ability.
	 •	A	formal	partnership	agreement	 is	now	
existent between Dawson College and Ciudades 
Verdes.

•	 Support	 of	 collaborative	 research	 projects	 be-
tween faculty of the different institutions.

•	Continue	to	showcase,	share	advances	made	on	
campus sustainability.
	 •	 Via	 facebook,	 website,	 sharing	 of	 re-
ports, etc.

•	Establish	course	“Tools	and	Strategies	for	Cam-
pus Sustainability” as an accredited “diplomado”.

•	Open	up	of	network	to	other	educational	institu-
tions through a dissemination strategy of project 
activities and results.
	 •	Design	a	plan	to	extend	the	network	for	
knowledge and experience exchanges with other 
schools in Morelos and other Mexican states, 
Latin American countries that are in similar pro-
cesses.
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Dissemination Strategy
Dissemination and outreach has been done 
throughout this project. The maintaining of a face-
book page, presentations made by different proj-
ect participants in different forums within and out-
side of the participating institutions, radio and tv 
(online) interviews have been an important means 
of sharing with others about the process we have 
engaged in and the emerging results. Presently 
there is a manual being elaborated based on 
the experience of the summer course “Tools and 
Strategies for Campus Sustainability”.
  
•	 Maintain	 and	 upkeep	 facebook	 content	 by	 all	
participating institutions
•	Transfering	of	 facebook	content	 into	a	website	
for wider access and dissemination

	 •	We	propose	that	the	website	is	housed	
in one of the participating institutions with a clear 
mechanism for updating information and acces-
sible to all.
•	 Future	 presentations	 by	 project	 participants	 in	
different forums outside of the participating institu-
tions

•	The	writing	and	publishing	of	an	academic	jour-
nal article
	 •	This	 is	presently	being	done	by	Gisela	
Frias using this report as the main source of infor-
mation.
•	Set	up	of	a	conference	to	share	experiences	with	
other campuses.
•	Encouraging	students	to	present	from	all	partici-
pating campuses
•	Elaboration	of	video	to	share	main	research	find-
ings and overall experience.
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